ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
Monday, September 28, 2021 5:00 PM – 6:30 PM
Wayzata City Hall
600 Rice Street East
Wayzata, MN 55391
Please note face masks are required inside the Community Room per recommended CDC guidelines.

1.

Roll Call

2.

Approve Agenda

3.

Approve August 23, 2021 Minutes

4.

EV Event “PLUG IT IN!” Follow-Up (Kathy, Amy, Lauren, Lily)

5.

Update on Residential Strategy (Amy, Lauren, Kathy, Lily)

6.

Update on Business Energy Savings Campaign (Polly, KC, Jeff)

7.

Update on Multi-Family Strategy (Polly and Lauren)

8.

Update on Municipal Strategy (Staff, KC, Amy, Polly)

9.

Sustainability Logo

10. Discuss 2022 Work Plan
11. Recycling/Solar Tour Discussion
12. Additional Updates on Energy Action Plan
13. Lectures, Workshops, and Webinars
14. Next Meeting Tuesday, October 26
15. Adjournment

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
Tuesday, August 23, 2021
5:00 – 6:30 PM

1. Roll Call
Meeting was held via Zoom.
Committee attendees included: Polly Andersen, Kathy Jones, Amy Stielow, KC Chermak, Lauren Leith,
and Lily Nothom.
City Council liaison: Councilmember Buchanan
Wayzata city staff member: Nick Kieser
Blue Horizon Energy representatives: Mark Isaacson and Griffin Dooling via Zoom
2. Approve Agenda
The Committee approved the agenda as shown. Motion passed 6-0.
3. Approve August 23, 2021 Minutes
The Committee approved the draft meeting minutes as shown. Motion passed 6-0.
4. Blue Horizon Energy Update
Representatives from Blue Horizon Energy gave a presentation on its services and how a solar project
could work for the City of Wayzata. The presentation showed potential solar panel locations on the Fire
Station, City Hall, County Library, Muni, Liquor Stores, and Public Works building. Blue Horizon also
noted the potential kWdc for each solar system and what percent of energy that would offset for the
buildings. The Committee also discussed different financing opportunities and comparable projects with
other cities.
5. JJ Hill Days Booth
Staff stated that the Heritage Preservation Board is going to run a booth down at JJ Hill Days and the
E&E Committee could join in the booth too. The Committee discussed that flyers or information could
be put down in the booth and staff will send out a Doodle poll for anyone that wants to be at the booth.
6. GreenStep Cities
The Committee discussed the City Council decision to not participation in the GreenStep Cities program.
The Committee stated that they will keep focusing on the priorities of the Committee and work to show
success in these areas.
7. Update on EV Event “PLUG IT IN!”

Committee member Jones gave an update on the upcoming Thursday, September 9 EV event. Most of
the items are all set for the event and Committee members will come before the event to help set up.
Public Works will also provide some cones, barriers, and signs to help control the area and guide visitors
to the event. Jones noted that the Committee should continue to reach out to their network to advocate
for the event.
8. Update on Residential Strategy
The Committee stated that the next priority for the residential strategy is to work with Xcel Energy and
the Center for the Energy and Environment to send out utility bill inserts to Wayzata residents with
Home Energy Squad information. These inserts will be sent out soon to be in the next round of utility
bills. CEE will determine the current number of HES visits prior to sending out the inserts to determine
how well that outreach works.
9. Update on Business Energy Savings Campaign
Council member Buchanan still plans to conduct direct outreach to business owners in Wayzata to
perform some sort of energy audit or sign up for renewable energy options. This outreach is planned to
be the first week of October. Xcel Energy and CEE plans to send out direct emails in conjunction with the
direct outreach.
10. Update on Multi-Family Strategy
The Committee discussed the multi-family structures that have reached out and will work with Xcel to
determine what could be done for their space. More outreach for the multi-family strategy could be
done at a later date, but the Committee will focus on other areas at this time.
11. Update on Municipal Strategy
Staff noted that the building audits of City Hall and Public Works have been completed and staff is now
reviewing the recommendations to see what the current building maintenance budget could be utilized
for. Staff will continue to meet with solar companies and bring them forward to the Committee with the
end goal of providing a recommendation to the City Council.
12. Additional Updates on Energy Action Plan
No additional updates were discussed by the Committee.
13. Lectures, Workshops, and Webinars
No additional lectures, workshops, and webinars were discussed by the Committee.
14. Next Meeting – Tuesday September 28
18. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 6:35pm.

Commercial Streamlined Energy Assessment
July 21, 2021
Wayzata Public Works
299 Wayzata Boulevard West Wayzata, MN 55391

Audit Performed by:
Jeff Becker
Franklin Energy Services
612-284-3663 ext. 2111
jbecker@franklinenergy.com

Xcel Energy Representative:
Barbara Corrigan
320-656-2434
barbara.j.corrigan@xcelenergy.com

Executive Summary
City of Wayzata requested that Xcel Energy perform an energy assessment to identify energy-related opportunities that show
potential for improvement and investment options. The 23014 square foot facility is a Public Works that house city
maintenance operations and offices. This is the first step toward developing a long-term energy plan for Wayzata Public
Works. Franklin Energy Services visited the customer’s business site on July 21, 2021 and met with Nick Kieser and Troy
Hoefker. This energy assessment recommends strategic opportunities including those eligible for rate discounts, areas for
energy-related process improvements in addition to key energy conservation opportunities.

City of Wayzata has already implemented a number of energy savings measures, such as:
ꞏ Conditioning the facility with high-efficiency furnaces with programmable thermostats,
ꞏ Incorporating heating and cooling setbacks for space conditioning, and
ꞏ Installing occupancy sensors in hallways and break areas.
The following energy savings opportunities are the measures you may want to consider first, based on the recent
walk-through of your facility. Corresponding savings values can be found in the following Energy Conservation Opportunities
table.
ꞏ Replace 20 HID high-bay fixtures with LED high-bays,
ꞏ Replace twelve (12) exterior HID wallpacks with LED models, and
ꞏ Relamp 52 fluorescent fixtures with 104 DLC-rated, Type A TLEDs.
Key strategic opportunities include:
ꞏ Xcel Energy's Saver's Switch,
ꞏ Thin Client Computing, and
ꞏ Windows/Doors.

Energy Savings Summary

Total Energy Savings

Annual Cost Savings
& Payback

35276 kWh

$3,609

Xcel Energy Rebates

$4,576
0 therms

6.6 year(s)
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Building Energy Profile
Energy Usage Trend (last 12 months)
12,000

Electric Use, kWh

10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0

Electricity, kWh

Aug‐20
8,400

Sep‐20
7,680

Oct‐20
7,840

Nov‐20
7,600

Dec‐20
8,000

Jan‐21
9,120

Feb‐21
10,400

Mar‐21
9,680

Apr‐21
7,520

May‐21
7,760

Jun‐21
6,880

Jul‐21
8,000

Energy End Use Profile, DOE estimate
Refrigeration
3%
Computer
3%
Compressed Air

Office Use
2%

4%
Cooling
13%
Ventilation
14%

Lighting
61%

Electric Use Breakdown, est.
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Energy Star Benchmarking Results
Full Energy Star Report is attached, as applicable

Metric
ENERGY STAR score (1-100)
Source EUI (kBtu/ft²)
Site EUI (kBtu/ft²)
Source Energy Use (kBtu)
Site Energy Use (kBtu)

SCORE

Baseline, NA

Current, Electric

14.7

14.7
641,019
337,379
$0.56
$12,842

2

Utility Cost $/ft
Total Utility Cost, annual $

Median
Property*
50
52.9
22.7
1,217,441
522,418
$0.46

NA

Future
(Projected)
Check Inputs
17.9
9.4
412,332
217,017
$0.40
$9,233

Not Available (NA) – Energy Star does not provide a score for your facility

Building EnergyStar Profile Input
Type of Building:
Floor Area (sq.ft.):

Public Works
23,014

Year Built:
Weekly Operating Hours:

2004
50

19

Number of PCs:

7

Percent of Space Heated:

100%

Type of Heating:

Hydronic in-floor,
forced air furnaces

Percent of Space Cooled:

30%

Type of Cooling:

DX-refrigerant, forced
air AHU/furnace units

Number of Workers:
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Energy Savings Profile
Total Energy Savings
Public Works

Total Energy Cost, Electric and Gas

$14,000
$12,000
$10,000
$8,000

23,014

$12,842
$9,233

$6,000
$4,000
$2,000
$0
Total Energy Cost (Electric & Gas)

Proposed Energy Costs

Estimated Cost Savings, $
Demand Savings (kW), estimated
Electric Usage Savings, estimated
Gas Usage Savings, estimated
Electrical Energy Savings, kWh

28.1%
33.8%
35.7%
See CP Report

Current kWh

Demand Savings, kW

Proposed kWh

Current kW, monthly average
Proposed kW

98,880

37.1

63,604

0

20,000

40,000
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120,000

0
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Energy Conservation Opportunities
Please refer to the Conservation Opportunity Analysis section following this table for a detailed description.

Energy Conservation Opportunity

Demand
Savings
(kW)

Payback less than 2 years (low/no cost opportunities)
Replace a canister PAR38 lamp
1
0.1
with an LED equivalent bulb
Payback 2 – 10+ years (low/no cost opportunities)

Xcel
Simple
Energy
Payback
2,5 Incentives
(Years)
3,4,6
($)

Energy
Savings
(kWh/yr)

Thermal
Savings
(Therm/yr)

Annual
Cost
Savings
($)

Capital
Cost
1
($)

165

0

$21

$20

0.5

$10

Instant - Lighting

Rebate Type

2

Replace four (4) 4' security fixtures
with new LED linear fixtures

0.1

732

0

$95

$401

3.2

$100

Prescriptive Lighting

3

Relamp exterior coach light with a
med-base, corn-cob LED

0.0

387

0

$25

$92

3.5

$4

Custom - Lighting

4

Replace two (2) sand canopy box
lights with LED canopy boxes

0.0

2,555

0

$163

$651

3.7

$50

Prescriptive Lighting

5

Replace female restroom duplex
canister light with a LED downlight

0.0

59

0

$8

$90

7.3

$35

Prescriptive Lighting

Payback 2 – 10+ years (capital cost opportunities)
6

Replace two (2) 5-ton condensers
with new energy-efficient DX
systems - INCREMENTAL

3.7

2,040

0

$265

$1,650

4.3

$500

Prescriptive Cooling

7

Relamp 31 fluorescent troffers with
93 DLC-rated, Type A lamps

1.3

2,617

0

$340

$1,710

4.5

$186

Prescriptive Lighting

8

Relamp 52 fluorescent fixtures with
104 DLC-rated, Type A TLEDs

1.6

2,727

0

$354

$1,912

4.8

$208

Prescriptive Lighting

4.8

9,781

0

$1,270

$9,779

6.1

$2,000

0.0

4,294

0

$274

$2,706

8.6

$360

0.5

797

0

$103

$1,308

8.8

$400

Prescriptive Motors & Drives

0.4

872

0

$113

$1,353

9.5

$280

Prescriptive Lighting

0.0

7,490

0

$478

$5,412

10.6

$360

Prescriptive Lighting

0.0

761

0

$99

$1,430

13.6

$83

Prescriptive Lighting

12.5

35,276

0

$3,609

$28,515

6.6

$4,576

Replace 20 HID high-bay fixtures
with LED high-bays
Replace twelve (12) exterior HID
10
wallpacks with LED models
Consider installing a VFD with CO211 controls on the make-up circulation
air unit
Replace one (1) 2'x2' fluorescent
12 troffer and retrofit (8) 2'x'4' troffers
with LED kits
Replace nine (9) HID parking area
13
lights with LED heads
Install occupancy sensors in offices,
14
storage areas, rest and break
rooms
Total
9

Prescriptive Lighting
Prescriptive Lighting

1
Estimated capital cost includes estimated equipment and labor costs unless otherwise noted. Capital Cost is defined as the total equipment and labor cost for the project.
Incremental Cost refers to the additional cost associated with the increased capital cost for replacing standard equipment with higher efficiency equipment.
2
Simple Payback includes incentive unless estimated value is not given.
3
Items marked with an asterisk are custom efficiency projects and may require pre-approval to qualify for an Xcel Energy rebate. Please check with your Xcel Energy
representative before purchasing/implementing measure.
4
Xcel Energy rebates typically cannot exceed 60% of the project cost (including equipment and labor).
5
ECO savings are typically mutually independent, unless otherwise noted. Savings from one ECO may affect another ECO's Savings measure.
6
If rebate is listed as "TBD", the anticipated rebate has not been included in the simple payback calculation.

Notes
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Commercial Streamlined Assessment Bonus Incentive: Lighting 40%, Non-lighting 40%
Please refer to the Conservation Opportunity Analysis section following this table for a detailed description.

Energy Conservation Opportunity

Turn Key Services Total Incentive
Estimated Xcel
w/ Bonus
Energy Incentives Incentive Bonus
($)3,4
($)5
($)1,2

Payback less than 2 years (low/no cost opportunities)
Replace a canister PAR38 lamp with
1
$10
an LED equivalent bulb
Payback 2 – 10+ years (low/no cost opportunities)

Simple
Payback
(Years)6

Simple Payback with
CSA Incentive Bonus
(Years)7

$0

$10

0.5

0.5

2

Replace four (4) 4' security fixtures
with new LED linear fixtures

$100

$40

$140

3.2

2.7

3

Relamp exterior coach light with a
med-base, corn-cob LED

$4

$2

$6

3.5

3.5

4

Replace two (2) sand canopy box
lights with LED canopy boxes

$50

$20

$70

3.7

3.6

5

Replace female restroom duplex
canister light with a LED downlight

$35

$14

$49

7.3

5.4

Payback 2 – 10+ years (capital cost opportunities)
6

Replace two (2) 5-ton condensers
with new energy-efficient DX
systems - INCREMENTAL

$500

$200

$700

4.3

3.6

7

Relamp 31 fluorescent troffers with
93 DLC-rated, Type A lamps

$186

$74

$260

4.5

4.3

8

Relamp 52 fluorescent fixtures with
104 DLC-rated, Type A TLEDs

$208

$83

$291

4.8

4.6

$2,000

$800

$2,800

6.1

5.5

$360

$144

$504

8.6

8.0

$400

$160

$560

8.8

7.2

$280

$112

$392

9.5

8.5

$360

$144

$504

10.6

10.3

$83

$33

$116

13.6

13.3

$4,576

$1,826

$6,402

6.6

6.1

9
10
11

12
13
14

Replace 20 HID high-bay fixtures
with LED high-bays
Replace twelve (12) exterior HID
wallpacks with LED models
Consider installing a VFD with CO2controls on the make-up circulation
air unit
Replace one (1) 2'x2' fluorescent
troffer and retrofit (8) 2'x'4' troffers
with LED kits
Replace nine (9) HID parking area
lights with LED heads
Install occupancy sensors in offices,
storage areas, rest and break rooms

Total

1

Items remarked CUSTOM are custom efficiency projects and may require pre-approval to qualify for an Xcel Energy rebate. Please check with your Xcel Energy
representative before purchasing/implementing measure.
2
Xcel Energy rebates typically cannot exceed 60% of the project cost (including equipment and labor).
3
The Commercial Streamlined Assessment, CSA, Incentive Bonus is 0-40% for lighting and 30-40% for non-lighting projects (dependent on account size) of the
applicable Xcel Energy Incentive for a given opportunity.
4
To earn the specified Xcel Energy CSA Services bonus, you must implement the measure within 12 months of the report read-out date found on the Customer
Summary (last page).
5
The max rebate rebate with bonus is 75% of the project cost for prescriptive projects, or 75% of the incremental cost for custom efficiency measures.
6
Simple Payback includes only Xcel Energy incentive.
7
Simple Payback includes Xcel Energy incentive with the additional CSA bonus.
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Further Investigation Opportunities
Please refer to the Further Investigation Analysis in this table for a detailed description.

Further Investigation
Opportunity

1

2

Xcel Energy's Saver's
Switch

Windows/Doors

Further Investigation Notes

Saver’s Switch is a discount rate program to help businesses cut summer electricity
costs. Over 15,000 businesses take advantage of this rate reduction program which
helps Xcel Energy control operating costs, passing the savings onto your business.
While the amount of electric reduction per customer is relatively small, cumulatively the
impact significantly helps Xcel Energy manage power delivery and costs. An authorized,
licensed electrician installs a remote-activated switch which, like your thermostat,
automatically cycles an air conditioner on and off for brief intervals. These cycles are
typically 15 minutes and occur on the hottest days when demand is highest. The system
fan stays on, circulating already-cooled air throughout your building. Xcel Energy credits
your bill $5 per ton of cooling for the summer months.

Xcel
Energy
Incentives
1,2
($)

Rebate Type

$5/ton/
month
(JuneSept)

Credit - Demand
Response

If replacing windows or doors is an option for the facility, here is the information we would
need to do the calculations to see if we could provide an incentive:
• Area of windows/doors (square footage)
• Existing R-Value (or existing U-Value)
• Proposed R-Value (or proposed U-Value)
As we discussed, it’s harder to get windows and doors to qualify for an incentive. It would
be done as a custom incentive, which means it would have to be approved before project
is started or equipment is ordered.

Custom - Custom
Efficiency

Most businesses cycle through computer hardware on a 3 to 5 year basis or as needed
as computers break or become obsolete. A complete conversion from desktop
computing to thin client systems is an option to consider. Thin client systems offer a few
distinct advantages over your current setup:

3

Thin Client Computing

1. Thin client systems have a much lower upfront hardware cost, and their lifetime before
obsolescence is typically double that of a desktop computer.
2. Thin client systems do not require that each computer be maintained individually as all
information and processing is done on central servers. All thin client users would logon
to the server and can access their account from any of the thin client stations, and upon
logout, no information is left on the station. The only systems that require updates are the
servers themselves which leads to reduced maintenance cost by up to 75%.
3. Thin client systems are much less costly to license as most major software providers $10/client
offer a central license for the server, and a severely discounted thin client station license.
This can bring down software costs per user by around 50%.
4. Thin client systems average 7W per thin client station because the processing is
performed on the server. Including the wattage the server uses to host the thin client,
about 40W of energy is used per station. A similar desktop would use around 80W.

Prescriptive Computer
Efficiency

The significantly reduced maintenance, hardware, and securing costs that a thin client
system brings can bring a payback of less than three years.

4

Thanks for successfully completing the assessment portion of the Xcel Energy’s
Commercial Streamlined Assessment, CSA, Services. Now is the time to take action and
capture the energy savings potential detailed in this report. The CSA program is a project
management offering designed to remove hurdles and assist in implementation of
energy efficiency improvements that result in sustainable energy conservation. Anne
Kraft and Glen Fisher of Franklin Energy will assist in coordinating and obtaining Xcel
Xcel Energy's Commercial Energy project approval, aligning and educating installation vendors, and maximizing
Assessment Services
incentives. For any project completed within one year, CSA Services offers bonus
incentives for both prescriptive and custom projects not to exceed 75% of total project
cost. For more information, please find my contact information on the cover page, or
contact Anne Kraft (612-509-2629, akraft@franklinenergy.com) or Glen Fisher (612-5099024, gfisher@franklinenergy.com).

TBD

Study Implementation
Services

1

Items marked with an asterisk are custom efficiency projects and may require pre-approval to qualify for an Xcel Energy rebate. Please check with your Xcel Energy representative before
purchasing/implementing measure.
Xcel Energy rebates typically cannot exceed 60% of the project cost (including equipment and labor).

2
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Energy Conservation Opportunity Analysis
Opportunity 1: Replace a canister PAR38 lamp with an LED equivalent bulb
LEDs have become the go-to replacement for incandescent, halogen, and fluorescent lamps. LEDs use up to 85% less energy than the
incandescent lamps they replace, last up to 50x longer, and many offer full dimmability and compatibility with existing lighting controls. Unlike
CFL's that suffer from slow warm up and dimmer incompatibility, LEDs are able to fully reproduce the positive aspects of incandescent lamps.
Furthermore, some LEDs offer additional features such as color temperature shifting (between daylight and warm light), full RGB adjustment,
and integration into your wireless network. Replacement LEDs start at as little as $2 per lamp, though higher quality Energy Star rated lamps
typically start around $5 each. When you purchase Energy Star qualified lamps, you can be assured that the lamp has been tested to ensure
it meets the performance metrics stated on its packaging. Xcel Energy offers instant-rebates through participating local lighting vendors for
purchasing commercial grade LED screw-in lamps. To find a local LED instant-rebate distributor, please visit:
https://businessledinstantrebate.com/Locator/Distributors

Opportunity 2: Replace four (4) 4' security fixtures with new LED linear fixtures
Replace the facility's existing fluorescent fixtures (T12, T8 or T5) with purpose-built, linear ambient LED fixtures. Other replacement options
for fluorescent lamps include Type-B LED replacement and Type-C LED replacement. However, in these options the ballast must be replaced
or bypassed for an LED lamp to function in the existing fixture. Entirely replacing the fluorescent fixture is marginally more expensive, but in
exchange for a slightly more expensive upgrade, a purpose-built fixture is installed rather than an assortment of re-wiring with more potential
points of failure. Before making a financial investment, it is recommended to get a precise lamp and fixture count at the property. This
measure does not consider the reduction in lamp replacement frequency and resulting maintenance cost reduction. Xcel Energy treats a T12,
T8 or T5 fluorescent fixture replacement as a prescriptive rebate at a $20/fixture level. If the fixture does not qualify as a DLC linear-ambient
model by definition, new fixtures can still be considered a custom measure.

Opportunity 3: Relamp exterior coach light with a med-base, corn-cob LED
Changing Metal Halide (MH) or High Intensity Discharge (HID) lamps to energy efficient mogul-based LED lighting possible with a lamp
retrofit and a potential ballast bypass. The LED mogul-based bulbs screw into the existing fixture without having to replace the fixture.
Benefits include energy savings of 50 to 80%, improved light quality and reduced maintenance costs with a long-rated life of the light. Xcel
Energy considers the exterior relamp of MH or HID fixtures with LED cob-style lamps a custom incentive rebated $200/implied kW saved.

Opportunity 4: Replace two (2) sand canopy box lights with LED canopy boxes
Lighting at the gas station canopy is critical to provide a safe, inviting environment for your customers. Currently this is done with high
wattage HID fixtures. A much better option is a LED canopy lights which offer 50 – 70% energy savings with increased light quality output.
LED canopy lights are designed to fit into the existing fixture area to ease installation in the same location. A prescriptive rebate from Xcel
Energy exists of $100 to $125 per DLC-qualified fixture, depending on wattage.

Opportunity 5: Replace female restroom duplex canister light with a LED downlight
LEDs have become the go-to replacement for pin-style fluorescent lamps. Canister LED lighting kits use about 50% less energy than the
CFL lamps they replace, last up to 5x longer, and many offer full dimmability and compatibility with existing lighting controls. Unlike CFLs that
suffer from slow warm up and dimmer incompatibility, LEDs are able to fully reproduce the positive aspects of incandescent lamps.
Furthermore, some LEDs offer additional features such as color temperature shifting (between daylight and warm light), full RGB adjustment,
and integration into your wireless network. Replacing CFL canisters with LED downlighting models with a trim kit are eligible for $25 rebates
for each fixture. Alternatively, if a 2-pin and 4-pin LED bayonet bulb is retrofitted into the existing fixture, the project would be eligible for a
$7/lamp prescriptive rebate.
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Opportunity 6: Replace two (2) 5-ton condensers with new energy-efficient DX systems - INCREMENTAL
The current air handler using a refrigerant loop that is cooled with a outdoor condensing unit. The evaporated coolant is cooled and
compressed outside in an air-cooled condensing unit. This type of unit is typical for supplying air conditioning for modern residential buildings.
DX condensing units of this size vary from 1 to 15 tons, typically, The baseline rebate for systems meeting Xcel Energy efficiency
requirements is $50 ton, and additional incentives are available for improvement of the efficiency rating at both full ($4/ton for each 0.1
reduction in EER) and part load operating conditions ($3 ton for each 0.1 reduction in IEER). The minimum efficiency requirements for DX
condensing units for this program are listed below:
ꞏ Less than 5.4 tons: no Full Load, 13.7 SEER
ꞏ 5.4-11.3 tons: 11.3 EER, 12.2 IEER
ꞏ 11.3-19.9 tons: 11.1 EER, 12.1 IEER
ꞏ Greater than 20 tons: 10.9 EER, 12.0 IEER

Opportunity 7: Relamp 31 fluorescent troffers with 93 DLC-rated, Type A lamps
Most of the facility lighting still includes T8 fluorescent troffers, wrapped or shop fixtures. This can be, in part, due to the difficulty in
replacing/reworking the existing fixtures. Consider replacing the fluorescent fixtures with Type A LED lamps. Known as a plug-and-play
technology, a DLC-rated Type A lamp will replace a fluorescent tube as long as the fixture is equipped with a compatible electronic ballast.
The energy savings is significant for the tube retrofit will be significant; and just as importantly, LED tubes will have at least a 50,000 hour
lamp life and introduce labor/lamp replacement cost savings. Type A TLED lamps have a $2/tube incentive, while the rebate for non-DLC
tubes is $1.50/each.

Opportunity 8: Relamp 52 fluorescent fixtures with 104 DLC-rated, Type A TLEDs
Most of the facility lighting still includes T8 fluorescent troffers, wrapped or shop fixtures. This can be, in part, due to the difficulty in
replacing/reworking the existing fixtures. Consider replacing the fluorescent fixtures with Type A LED lamps. Known as a plug-and-play
technology, a DLC-rated Type A lamp will replace a fluorescent tube as long as the fixture is equipped with a compatible electronic ballast.
The energy savings is significant for the tube retrofit will be significant; and just as importantly, LED tubes will have at least a 50,000 hour
lamp life and introduce labor/lamp replacement cost savings. Type A TLED lamps have a $2/tube incentive, while the rebate for non-DLC
tubes is $1.50/each.
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Opportunity 9: Replace 20 HID high-bay fixtures with LED high-bays
Replace existing high-bay HID or fluorescent lighting fixtures, T12, T8 or T5, with LED high-bay fixtures. Fluorescent high-bay fixtures have
been a higher-efficiency lighting option for the past 10 years offering relatively high luminaire efficiency and high light output. Over the past 5
years LED technology has improved considerably both in terms of light output and light quality - LEDs are now seen as the higher-efficiency
choice. This measure does not consider the reduction in lamp replacement frequency and resulting maintenance cost reduction. This project
would be considered for rebate through Xcel Energy's Prescriptive program: Rebates start at $135/fixture up to $250/fixture. High-bay retrofit
kits are also considered a prescriptive opportunity varying from $40-$160/fixture based on retrofit kit wattage. Fixtures or retrofit kits smaller
than 95W would require pre-approval, because they fall under the custom program. For more rebate details please visit:
https://www.xcelenergy.com/staticfiles/xe-responsive/Marketing/MN-Bus-Lighting-Retrofit-Rebate-Application.pdf

Opportunity 10: Replace twelve (12) exterior HID wallpacks with LED models
The exterior security lighting is done with wall pack HID lamps and magnetic ballasts. Installing a new LED fixture will reduce energy
consumption 30 – 70% while providing similar light levels for security. Exterior LEDs have proven to be a very cost effective alternative
because of the extended hours of use for wall packs. LEDs also have a longer life which reduced maintenance costs needed when bulbs burn
out. Xcel Energy offers rebates ranging from $15 to $50 per fixture for replacement with a DLC-qualified LED light. Rebate levels are
dependent on wattage of the new light.

Opportunity 11: Consider installing a VFD with CO2-controls on the make-up circulation air unit
VFDs reduce electrical energy consumption by adjusting a motor’s speed to match the required load. Many heating, ventilation, and airconditioning electric motors do not always need to run at 100% capacity. Within-air handling units, the supply and return fans are candidates
for VFD application, because the required ventilation is transient throughout the day. Facilities that install VFDs in AHUs will use less energy,
cut operating costs, and even improve occupant comfort. The fan motors should operate between 30% and 100%. At 100% capacity, all
zones should be at maximum demand and at 30% the motor should supply enough air to meet a minimal cooling or heating request. By
outfitting these motors with VFDs, facilities can control the equipment’s output to match the operation’s needs, saving energy when full output
is not required.
The VFDs most often use zone temperature as feedback to modulate fan motor speed. Xcel Energy offers prescriptive rebates for VFDs. For
more details please visit: https://www.xcelenergy.com/staticfiles/xe-responsive/Programs%20and%20Rebates/Business/MN-HVAC_Rapplication.pdf
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Opportunity 12: Replace one (1) 2'x2' fluorescent troffer and retrofit (8) 2'x'4' troffers with LED kits
Consider replacing existing fluorescent lighting troffers with LED-illuminated troffers. The replacement involves removal of the current lighting
grid and replacing the troffers one-for-one with an LED technology. When replacing the troffers, optimizing the circuit load, configuring manual
controls, and installing lighting controls are opportunities to increase the lighting performance within the facility. If reducing the number of
fixtures is a consideration, be sure to consult with Xcel Energy for a custom rebate, which may yield a larger incentive than the prescriptive
variety. The energy savings for new troffers could be significant; and just as importantly, LEDs have 75,000-hour lamp life whereas
fluorescent tube have a 30,000-hour lamp-life that depreciates in output during that span.
This recommendation involves replacing all fluorescent troffer fixtures with the LED troffers. Xcel Energy offers a prescriptive rebate of $30
per fixture for troffer lighting replacement of both 2'x2' and 2'x4' fixtures. For more information visit: https://www.xcelenergy.com/staticfiles/xeresponsive/Marketing/MN-Bus-Lighting-Retrofit-Rebate-Application.pdf

Opportunity 13: Replace nine (9) HID parking area lights with LED heads
Parking lots, street lights and other outdoor areas need to be lit for security reasons. For the premise, this is done with HID lights which
consume more energy and lose light output over time. A much better option is to use higher efficiency outdoor LED fixtures. The fixtures
deliver more uniform, better light levels with much less energy consumption. Xcel Energy offers a rebate for DLC-qualified fixtures from $35 to
$90, depending on wattage of the fixture.

Opportunity 14: Install occupancy sensors in offices, storage areas, rest and break rooms
Installing occupancy sensors to automatically turn lights off in areas such as restrooms, storage rooms, or other rooms where lights could get
left on is a good investment after retrofitting the lighting systems with LEDs. Occupancy sensors limit the amount of time the lights in each
room are left on while unoccupied. Sensors can be purchased fairly inexpensively, for roughly $20-$100 each depending on type and style.
The savings for installing these sensors varies greatly depending on the quantity of fixtures controlled as well as the amount of human traffic
through the room. The typical payback for a break room and restroom installation is approximately two years. Rebates for occupancy, motion,
IR, or dual, sensors are $0.05/controlled watt. For example, if an office contains a circuit load of 100W, the Xcel Energy rebate is $5.00. If a
combination sensor, which also dims the lighting in the office in addition to the occupancy detection, is installed the rebate is $0.15/controlled
watt; or in the 100W example, $15.
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Next Steps - Commercial Streamlined Assessment Project Implementation
The assessment portion of the Xcel Energy’s Commercial Streamlined Assessment program has been
completed. Now is the time to take action and capture the energy savings potential detailed in this report. The
Commercial Streamlined Assessment program is a project management offering designed to remove hurdles and
assist in implementation of energy efficiency improvements that result in sustainable energy conservation. Anne
Kraft and Glen Fisher of Franklin Energy will assist in finding qualified contractors, reviewing proposals for rebate
eligibility, documenting custom projects to obtain Xcel Energy pre-approval, and reviewing and compiling
paperwork for rebate submission. For any project completed within one year, Commercial Streamlined
Assessment Services may offer a bonus incentive not to exceed 75% of total project cost. The bonus eligibility for
your projects begins at the date of the report read-out and ends one (1) complete year from that report
presentation.

Next Steps - Progress Report

Complete an
Energy
Assessment
√ Done

Schedule and
conduct a report
read-out with a
Implementation
Services
Representative
√ Done

Obtain a
proposal and
specification
sheets from
at least one
contractor

Forward these
documents to
your
Implementation
Services Rep for
review.

Your Implementation
Services Rep will
review the project for
rebate eligibility and
advise you on the
rebate pathway and
necessary steps to
receive a rebate.

Each project is unique, so it is important to have every project reviewed by your Implementation Services
Specialist to make sure it is documented and filed appropriately to maximize your rebates.

Implementation Service Representatives
Anne Kraft
Phone: 612-509-2629
Email: akraft@franklinenergy.com

Glen Fisher
Phone: 612-509-9024
Email: gfisher@franklinenergy.com
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Annual Electric Consumption
Electric Provider: Xcel Energy

Previous 12 months (definition of terms can be found in the glossary)

August-20
Month
Aug-20
Sep-20
Oct-20
Nov-20
Dec-20
Jan-21
Feb-21
Mar-21
Apr-21
May-21
Jun-21
Jul-21
Total
Average
Blended Rate

Billing
Period
(Days)
31
29
31
30
29
32
34
30
30
29
28
32
365
30.42

to

Actual Demand Billed Demand
(kW)
(kW)

July-21
Total Energy
(kWh)

Total Cost
($)

Cost/kWh
($)

Power
Factor

34.4
37.6
33.6
38.4
38.4
36.8
37.6
39.2

34.0
38.0
34.0
38.0
38.0
37.0
38.0
39.0

8,400
7,680
7,840
7,600
8,000
9,120
10,400
9,680

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,136.02
1,138.01
1,093.94
1,039.98
992.14
1,033.99
1,116.79
1,103.66

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.14
0.15
0.14
0.14
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.11

-

38.4
34.4
37.6
38.4

38.0
34.0
38.0
38.0

7,520
7,760
6,880
8,000
98,880
8,240

$
$
$
$
$
$

965.59
982.87
998.79
1,240.41
12,842.19
1,070.18

$
$
$
$

0.13
0.13
0.15
0.16

--

-$
$

0.13
0.13
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Glossary
The following definitions will help you understand the information and how it relates to your energy bills and energy services:
Actual Demand

The highest average 15 minutes of demand over a billing period.

AHU, Air Handling Unit

Central to most building's regulation of air flow, AHU equipment is used to ventilate the building space with
outdoor or conditioned air that is tempered with internal heating and air-conditioning (cooling) devices. The
equipment contains a fan blower, heating and/or cooling elements, filters, dampers; and is connected to ductwork
for air distribution.

ASHRAE

The American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air-conditioning Engineers is an international organization
that represents building system design and industrial process professionals. ASHRAE exists for the advancement
of the arts and sciences within heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, and refrigeration to promote sustainable
global solutions.

BAS, Building Automation
System

A building automation system is a network of centralized control instruments governing the building's ventilation,
heating and air conditioning set points. The hardware will also be programmed with the building's operating
schedule(s). A BAS may also include lighting control points.

Billed Demand

The actual demand adjusted for power factor, demand ratchet, or an abnormal metering period.

BTU, British Thermal Unit

A unit of energy required to raise the temperature of 1 lb. water by 1°F. Additionally, 1 cubic foot of natural gas
contains 1000 BTU. One thousand (1,000) BTUs is often noted as 1 MBH or 1 MBTU.

Capital Cost

The total, installed project costs. Does not include tax/shipping for Xcel’s purposes.

CHW, Chilled Water

A chilled water circuit within a building is often utilized for process or building cooling. A chilled water loop can be
conditioned by a heat exchanger via a direct-expansion fluid, geothermal source, cooling towers, or dry coolers.

CT, Cooling Tower

A cooling tower consists of heat rejection equipment - typically pumps, a sump, and fans - that cools an aqueous
stream to a lower temperature. The fluid cooler can use either evaporative cooling, which removes process heat
from water to achieve near wet-bulb air temperature conditions; or dry cooling, which is a closed circuit system
that relies on fans to remove the heat to achieve a near dry-bulb temperature.

CFM, Cubic Feet per Minute

Defines a volumetric flow velocity used a basis for ventilation calculations.

Custom Rebate

To qualify for a custom rebate, the project must be pre-approved by Xcel Energy. Custom rebates are calculated
based on power demand, or kW, savings. If a custom rebate is approved, Xcel Energy will typically reimburse
$400 per kW of power savings and offer limited time rebate enhancements for specific energy-saving categories.

Dekatherm

A dekatherm (10 therms) is a unit of energy equivalent to 1,000,000 BTU (1MM BTU).

A domestic hot water heater is typically a tank-style vessel that conditions water for general building purpose. The
water is typically heated with a natural gas burner or resistive electrical elements. High-efficiency domestic hot
DWH, Domestic Water Heater
water heaters may include a circulating pump, or may be entirely tankless otherwise known as on-demand
systems.
DLC, Design Lights
Consortium

Design Lights Consortium or DLC: The DLC® is a non-profit organization whose mission is to drive efficient
lighting by defining quality, facilitating thought leadership, and delivering tools and resources to the lighting
market through open dialogue and collaboration. In order to qualify for prescriptive lighting rebates, it is essential
that products have been approved by DLC.

°F

Degrees Fahrenheit, temperature scale defined by the freezing point of water being 32°F and a boiling point of
212°F defined at sea level and standard atmospheric pressure conditions.

DDC, Direct Digital Controls

A network that utilizes computers or digital devices to collect input signals and react to the conditions with a digital
output. Differs from pneumatic controls that utilize pressure differentials to actuate and attenuate signals; or older
manually controlled systems of dampers and switches.

DX, Direct Expansion

A direct-expansion system utilizes a refrigerant that undergoes a physical state change to a lower pressure and
temperature when passing through an expansion valve. As it enters the evaporator section after the valve, the
incoming air is cooled by direct contact with the refrigerant.

EMS, Energy Management
System

An Energy Management System is a real-time data management system that is used to monitor, control, and
optimize conditioning performance of a building. The EMS tools may report such things as operational efficiency,
solar output, operations within the Building Automation System, and current electrical load conditions.

Energy Star Score

An EPA standard to measure building performance relative to other facilities within the same industry. The score
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FCU, Fan Coil Unit

A fan-coil unit delivers air to a space using a fan that blows air across a heating or cooling heat exchanger.

FLV, Full Load Value

On an electrical circuit, the full load value is the maximum amount of current or amperage that a load can draw
from the circuit. The rating is marked on electrical equipment, such as motors, to signify the maximum amount of
current draw in order that the circuit and its breaker can be sized properly.

HHW, Heating Hot Water

Heating hot water is utilized within a building for facility heat through a fan-coil unit or air handling system; or used
to heat industrial process streams by direct injection or within a heat exchanger.

HVAC, Heating, Ventilation,
and Air Conditioning

Heating, Ventilation, and Air-conditioning are building attributes to maintain programmed settings as exterior
conditions change and internal emissions are created.

hp, horsepower

Unit of power describing the rate at which work is done by a system. One (1) hp = 0.746 kW.

Incremental Cost

The capital cost difference between the low efficiency (or existing) and high efficiency options.

Instant Rebate

Instant rebates are available for lower-cost technologies at the point-of-purchase. Xcel Energy has agreements
with vendors that rebates will be supplied to the vendors for high-efficiency equipment when it is re-sold to
consumers. There may be a requirement that consumer information is supplied to the vendors for tracking
purposes.

kW, kilowatt

A unit of power equivalent to 1,000 watts and used to measure energy requirements over time.

kWh, kilowatt-hour

A unit of energy equivalent to 1,000 watt-hours and used to measure power requirements in an hour.

LED, Light-Emitting Diode

A light-emitting diode is a semiconductor light source that emits light as electrons move across device junctions.
LEDs offer lower energy consumption than incandescent, metal halide, fluorescent, and many older lighting
appliances. They are typically more robust and can operate over a longer lifetime with repeated switching on and
off.

MWh, Megawatt-hour

A unit of energy equivalent to 1,000 kilowatt-hours and used to measure power requirements in an hour.

OA, Outside Air

The outside air is often expressed as a ratio in ventilation to describe the supply air blend. An OA ratio of 1.0
states that the ventilation system is using 100% outdoor air as make-up air to the building.

%, percentage

The ratio of a variable expressed as a fraction of 100 units.

psi, pounds per square inch

Unit of pressure used to measure building ventilation, static or dynamic, and compressed air.

Power Factor

The ratio between true power and apparent power. Simply, it is a measure of how efficiently the load current is
being converted into useful work output and more particularly is a good indicator of the effect of the load current
on the efficiency of the supply. If your power factor is below 0.9, you will see the affect on your utility bill in the
form of an increased billable demand over your actual demand. Install capacitors to correct your power factor to
above 0.9.

Prescriptive Rebate

A prescriptive rebate may be applied for up to one year after the project invoice. These rebates are specifically
outlined in their respective application forms. If a measure falls into a prescriptive rebate category, it will be
eligible for a prescribed reimbursement amount.

RLA, Rated Load Amps

For an electrical device the rated load amperage is the nameplate specification denoting the current that the
equipment can carry without being damaged.

Site EUI

The site energy use intensity is the aggregate amount of energy - gas, electric, steam, chilled water, and other
utilities - converted to kBTUs divided by the facility SF consuming the energy.

Source EUI

The source energy use intensity represents the total amount of raw fuel the energy provider is required to
produce in order to operate a facility and its processes. The metric is reported based on the evaluated building
SF.

SF, sq.ft., Square Feet

The area within a building, also known as square footage.

Ton

In HVAC applications a ton refers to an equipment rating of how much heat the appliance can remove from an
environment or system. A ton of AC is equivalent to 12,000 BTU/hour.

tLED

A tube LED is a light-emitting diode strip of lights constructed within a translucent tube for retrofits into fluorescent
fixtures.

VFD, Variable Frequency
Drive

A variable-frequency drive is an inverter that allows an AC-motor to be speed and torque controlled. The external
device to its accompanying motor varies the input frequency and voltage based on load conditions. VFDs can be
employed on small motor systems starting under 1-hp to much large motor systems in the hundreds of
horsepower.
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Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability
The suggestions in this Energy Assessment (“Assessment”) are provided as a service to Xcel Energy customers and are
based on a visual analysis of conditions observed at the time of the survey, information provided by the customer and from
Xcel Energy, and costs based on the energy assessor’s experience on similar projects. The performance guidelines provided
in the Assessment are for informational purposes only and are not to be construed as a design document. Xcel Energy will
not benefit in any way from a customer’s decision to select a particular contractor or vendor to supply or install the products
and measures suggested by the energy assessor.

Xcel Energy and the energy assessor do not guarantee that any specific level of energy or costs savings will result from
implementing any energy conservation measures described in this Assessment. Xcel Energy and the energy assessor shall
not, under any circumstances, be liable to the customer in the event that potential energy savings are not achieved.
Xcel Energy advises that customers check with their Xcel Energy Account Manager to determine the estimated value of their
rebate (if any) and to verify that the equipment qualifies for Xcel Energy programs prior to implementation of any conservation
measure. Some measures identified in this report may qualify for an Xcel Energy Custom Efficiency rebate. Custom
Efficiency projects require pre-approval prior to purchase and installation. The customer is responsible for submitting project
information to their Xcel Energy Account Manager to obtain pre-approval for Custom Efficiency projects and to determine the
eligible custom rebate amount.
XCEL ENERGY IS PROVIDING THIS INFORMATION AS A SERVICE TO YOU, OUR CUSTOMER. THE INFORMATION
AND SUGGESTIONS IN THIS ASSESSMENT ARE PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS ONLY, AND XCEL ENERGY
MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND WITH RESPECT TO THIS ASSESSMENT. XCEL
ENERGY DISCLAIMS ALL SUCH REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Neither Xcel Energy nor any of
its directors, employees or other representatives will be liable for damages arising out of or in connection with the use of this
Assessment, and you, the customer, knowingly and voluntarily release Xcel Energy from any such liability in connection with
this Assessment. This is a comprehensive limitation of liability that applies to all damages of any kind, including (without
limitation) compensatory, direct, indirect, or consequential damages, loss of data, income or profit, loss or of damage to
property and claims of third parties.
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Commercial Streamlined Energy Assessment
July 21, 2021
Wayzata City Hall
600 Rice Street East Wayzata, MN 55391

Audit Performed by:
Jeff Becker
Franklin Energy Services
612-284-3663 ext. 2111
jbecker@franklinenergy.com

Xcel Energy Representative:
Barbara Corrigan
320-656-2434
barbara.j.corrigan@xcelenergy.com

Executive Summary
City of Wayzata requested that Xcel Energy perform an energy assessment to identify energy-related opportunities that show
potential for improvement and investment options. The 17596 square foot facility is a Office Building that operates as the
city's administrative and services building, including the Police Department and DMV. This is the first step toward developing
a long-term energy plan for Wayzata City Hall. Franklin Energy Services visited the customer’s business site on July 21, 2021
and met with Nick Kieser and Troy Hoefker. This energy assessment recommends strategic opportunities including those
eligible for rate discounts, areas for energy-related process improvements in addition to key energy conservation
opportunities.
City of Wayzata has already implemented a number of energy savings measures, such as:
ꞏ Installing LED troffers in new office build-outs,
ꞏ Controlling occupancy and space conditioning setbacks with a building automation system,
ꞏ Managing ventilation rates with VFD fan motor controls on AHU 2 & 3 with terminal VAV boxes, and
ꞏ Planning for efficiency upgrades to equipment prior to failure and/or obsolescence.
The following energy savings opportunities are the measures you may want to consider first, based on the recent
walk-through of your facility. Corresponding savings values can be found in the following Energy Conservation Opportunities
table.
ꞏ Add VFDs to AHU fan motors upon replacement - INCREMENTAL,
ꞏ Relamp 75 Police Department fluorescent fixtures and troffers with DLC-rated, Type A TLEDs, and
ꞏ Replace 6 duplex and 20 single parking lot lights with LED heads.
Key strategic opportunities include:
ꞏ Thin Client Computing,
ꞏ Solar Array, and
ꞏ Motors: Premium Efficiency/EC Motors on DHW Circulation Pumps.

Energy Savings Summary

Total Energy Savings

Annual Cost Savings
& Payback

103879 kWh

$9,385

Xcel Energy Rebates

$12,291
83 therms

5.7 year(s)

2

Building Energy Profile
Energy Usage Trend (last 12 months)
30,000

Electric Use, kWh

25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0

Electricity, kWh

Jul‐20
23,840

Aug‐20
27,120

Sep‐20
28,320

Oct‐20
26,000

Nov‐20
20,320

Dec‐20
18,960

Jan‐21
19,840

Feb‐21
21,600

Mar‐21
18,800

Apr‐21
16,560

May‐21
18,000

Jun‐21
17,200

Energy End Use Profile

Water Heating
7%

Refrigeration
6%
Computer
2%

Office Use
1%

Cooling
7%

Lighting
43%

Ventilation
11%
Heating
11%

Other
12%

Electric Use Breakdown, DOE est.
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Energy Star Benchmarking Results
Full Energy Star Report is attached, as applicable

Metric
ENERGY STAR score (1-100)
Source EUI (kBtu/ft²)
Site EUI (kBtu/ft²)
Source Energy Use (kBtu)
Site Energy Use (kBtu)

SCORE

Baseline

Current

49.7

49.7
1,663,227
875,383
$1.53
$26,841

2

Utility Cost $/ft
Total Utility Cost, annual $

Median
Property*
50
116.4
52.9
2,048,174
930,828
$0.82

NA

Future
(Projected)
Check Inputs
55.4
29.1
974,030
512,648
$0.99
$17,456

Not Available (NA) – Energy Star does not provide a score for your facility

Building EnergyStar Profile Input
Type of Building:

Office Building

2003

Weekly Operating Hours:

50

24

Number of PCs:

27

Percent of Space Heated:

100%

Type of Heating:

NG-fired condensing
boilers, AHUs w/ reheats

Percent of Space Cooled:

100%

Type of Cooling:

DX-refrigerant, air
handlers (3)

Floor Area (sq.ft.):
Number of Workers:

17,596

Year Built:
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Energy Savings Profile
Total Energy Savings
Office Building

Total Energy Cost, Electric and Gas

$30,000
$25,000
$20,000
17,596

$15,000

$26,841
$17,456

$10,000
$5,000
$0
Total Energy Cost (Electric & Gas)

Proposed Energy Costs

Estimated Cost Savings, $
Demand Savings (kW), estimated
Electric Usage Savings, estimated
Gas Usage Savings, estimated
Electrical Energy Savings, kWh

35.0%
38.0%
40.5%
See CP Report

Current kWh

Demand Savings, kW

Proposed kWh

Current kW, monthly average
Proposed kW

256,560

58.5

152,681

0

50,000

100,000

150,000

200,000

36

250,000

300,000

0

20

40

60

80
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Energy Conservation Opportunities
Please refer to the Conservation Opportunity Analysis section following this table for a detailed description.

Energy Conservation Opportunity

Thermal
Savings
(Therm/yr)

Annual
Cost
Savings
($)

Capital
Cost
1
($)

467

0

$49

$61

0.8

$21

Prescriptive Lighting

4,625

0

$484

$756

0.9

$307

Instant - Lighting

30,119

0

$3,151

$6,642

1.2

$2,850

Prescriptive Motors & Drives

3,193

0

$334

$911

2.5

$62

Prescriptive Lighting

1,789

0

$114

$459

3.3

$82

Custom - Lighting

2,555

0

$163

$801

4.2

$120

Prescriptive Lighting

12,285

0

$1,285

$3,622

2.5

$394

Prescriptive Lighting

6,065

0

$635

$4,468

6.3

$486

Prescriptive Lighting

5,368

0

$343

$2,632

6.4

$450

Prescriptive Lighting

1,557

0

$163

$1,806

8.0

$500

Prescriptive Lighting

1,338

0

$140

$1,564

9.5

$240

26,630

0

$1,700

$19,241

10.6

$1,280

1,331

0

$139

$2,104

12.1

$420

Prescriptive Lighting

1,270

83

$133

$2,000

13.1

$260

Prescriptive Cooling

6.4

3,582

0

$375

$10,150

17.4

$3,625

Prescriptive Cooling

0.4

761

0

$80

$3,793

42.4

$420

Prescriptive Lighting

0.1

944

0

$99

$4,992

42.7

$775

Prescriptive Motors & Drives

22.2

103,879

83

$9,385

$66,005

5.7

$12,291

Payback less than 2 years (low/no cost opportunities)
Relamp 3 Police Department
1
0.1
canister fixtures with LED PLs
Replace all incandescent bulbs in
2
the Community Room with LED
2.4
bulbs
Payback less than 2 years (capital cost opportunities)
3

Add VFDs to AHU fan motors upon
replacement - INCREMENTAL

Xcel
Simple
Energy
Payback
2,5 Incentives
(Years)
3,4,6
($)

Energy
Savings
(kWh/yr)

Demand
Savings
(kW)

4.9

Rebate Type

Payback 2 – 10+ years (low/no cost opportunities)
4

Add nine (9) occupancy sensors in
PD offices, break and conference
rooms, and storage areas

0.0

Relamp MH horizonal accents and
downlights with cob-style, mogul0.0
based LED models
Replace two (2) 400W exterior area
6
0.0
lights with LED models
Payback 2 – 10+ years (capital cost opportunities)
Relamp 75 Police Department
7 fluorescent fixtures and troffers with
2.9
DLC-rated, Type A TLEDs
Relamp 100 City Hall fluorescent
8 fixtures and troffers with DLC-rated,
3.6
Type A TLEDs
Replace 15 MH wallpacks with LED
9
0.0
models
Replace 20 fluorescent stairwell
10 and entrance canisters with LED
0.4
downlights
Remodel the conference room with
11
0.7
eight (8) 2'x2' LED troffers
Replace 6 duplex and 20 single
12
0.0
parking lot lights with LED heads
Replace 14 fluorescent office
13 troffers with new DLC-rated LED
0.5
troffers
Add CO2 demand-controlled
14 economizing to new air handler,
0.0
AHU1
5

Upgrade to high-efficiency
15 condensing units upon replacement
13, 25 & 35-ton - INCREMENTAL
Remodel the community room with
LED uplights that retrofit in T5
shaded fixtures
Replace AHU fan drives with NEMApremium motors: 5, 10 & 15 hp
17
upon AHU upgrade -INCREMENTAL
Total
16

Prescriptive Lighting
Prescriptive Lighting
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Energy Conservation Opportunities
Please refer to the Conservation Opportunity Analysis section following this table for a detailed description.

Energy Conservation Opportunity

Demand
Savings
(kW)

Energy
Savings
(kWh/yr)

Thermal
Savings
(Therm/yr)

Annual
Cost
Savings
($)

Capital
Cost
1
($)

Xcel
Simple
Energy
Payback
2,5 Incentives
(Years)
3,4,6
($)

Rebate Type

1

Estimated capital cost includes estimated equipment and labor costs unless otherwise noted. Capital Cost is defined as the total equipment and labor cost for the project.
Incremental Cost refers to the additional cost associated with the increased capital cost for replacing standard equipment with higher efficiency equipment.
Simple Payback includes incentive unless estimated value is not given.
3
Items marked with an asterisk are custom efficiency projects and may require pre-approval to qualify for an Xcel Energy rebate. Please check with your Xcel Energy
representative before purchasing/implementing measure.
4
Xcel Energy rebates typically cannot exceed 60% of the project cost (including equipment and labor).
5
ECO savings are typically mutually independent, unless otherwise noted. Savings from one ECO may affect another ECO's Savings measure.
6
If rebate is listed as "TBD", the anticipated rebate has not been included in the simple payback calculation.
2

Notes

7

Commercial Streamlined Assessment Bonus Incentive: Lighting 40%, Non-lighting 40%
Please refer to the Conservation Opportunity Analysis section following this table for a detailed description.

Energy Conservation Opportunity

Estimated Xcel
Turn Key Services Total Incentive
Energy Incentives Incentive Bonus
w/ Bonus
($)1,2
($)3,4
($)5

Payback less than 2 years (low/no cost opportunities)
Relamp 3 Police Department
1
$21
canister fixtures with LED PLs
Replace all incandescent bulbs in
2
the Community Room with LED
$307
bulbs
Payback less than 2 years (capital cost opportunities)
3

Add VFDs to AHU fan motors upon
replacement - INCREMENTAL

Simple
Payback
(Years)6

Simple Payback with
CSA Incentive Bonus
(Years)7

$8

$29

0.8

0.7

$0

$307

0.9

0.9

$1,140

$3,990

1.2

0.8

$25

$86

2.5

2.5

$33

$114

3.3

3.0

$48

$168

4.2

3.9

$158

$552

2.5

2.4

$194

$680

6.3

6.0

$180

$630

6.4

5.8

$200

$700

8.0

6.8

$512

$1,792

10.6

10.3

$168

$588

12.1

10.9

$104

$364

13.1

12.3

$3,625

$1,450

$5,075

17.4

13.5

$420

$168

$588

42.4

40.3

$775

$310

$1,085

42.7

39.6

$12,051

$4,698

$16,749

5.7

5.2

$2,850

Payback 2 – 10+ years (low/no cost opportunities)
4

Add nine (9) occupancy sensors in
PD offices, break and conference
rooms, and storage areas

$62

Relamp MH horizonal accents and
downlights with cob-style, mogul$82
based LED models
Replace two (2) 400W exterior area
$120
6
lights with LED models
Payback 2 – 10+ years (capital cost opportunities)
Relamp 75 Police Department
7 fluorescent fixtures and troffers with
$394
DLC-rated, Type A TLEDs
Relamp 100 City Hall fluorescent
8 fixtures and troffers with DLC-rated,
$486
Type A TLEDs
Replace 15 MH wallpacks with LED
$450
9
models
Replace 20 fluorescent stairwell and
10
entrance canisters with LED
$500
downlights
Replace 6 duplex and 20 single
12
$1,280
parking lot lights with LED heads
Replace 14 fluorescent office
13 troffers with new DLC-rated LED
$420
troffers
Add CO2 demand-controlled
14
economizing to new air handler,
$260
AHU1
5

Upgrade to high-efficiency
15 condensing units upon replacement
13, 25 & 35-ton - INCREMENTAL
Remodel the community room with
LED uplights that retrofit in T5
shaded fixtures
Replace AHU fan drives with NEMApremium motors: 5, 10 & 15 hp
17
upon AHU upgrade -INCREMENTAL
Total
16

1

Items remarked CUSTOM are custom efficiency projects and may require pre-approval to qualify for an Xcel Energy rebate. Please check with your Xcel Energy
representative before purchasing/implementing measure.
2
Xcel Energy rebates typically cannot exceed 60% of the project cost (including equipment and labor).
3
The Commercial Streamlined Assessment, CSA, Incentive Bonus is 0-40% for lighting and 30-40% for non-lighting projects (dependent on account size) of the
applicable Xcel Energy Incentive for a given opportunity.
4
To earn the specified Xcel Energy CSA Services bonus, you must implement the measure within 12 months of the report read-out date found on the Customer
Summary (last page).
5
The max rebate rebate with bonus is 75% of the project cost for prescriptive projects, or 75% of the incremental cost for custom efficiency measures.
6
Simple Payback includes only Xcel Energy incentive.
7
Simple Payback includes Xcel Energy incentive with the additional CSA bonus.
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Further Investigation Opportunities
Please refer to the Further Investigation Analysis in this table for a detailed description.

Further Investigation
Opportunity

Xcel
Energy
Incentives
1,2
($)

Rebate Type

1. Thin client systems have a much lower upfront hardware cost, and their lifetime before
obsolescence is typically double that of a desktop computer.
2. Thin client systems do not require that each computer be maintained individually as all
information and processing is done on central servers. All thin client users would logon
to the server and can access their account from any of the thin client stations, and upon
logout, no information is left on the station. The only systems that require updates are the
servers themselves which leads to reduced maintenance cost by up to 75%.
$10/client
3. Thin client systems are much less costly to license as most major software providers
offer a central license for the server, and a severely discounted thin client station license.
This can bring down software costs per user by around 50%.
4. Thin client systems average 7W per thin client station because the processing is
performed on the server. Including the wattage the server uses to host the thin client,
about 40W of energy is used per station. A similar desktop would use around 80W.

Prescriptive Computer
Efficiency

Further Investigation Notes

Most businesses cycle through computer hardware on a 3 to 5 year basis or as needed
as computers break or become obsolete. A complete conversion from desktop
computing to thin client systems is an option to consider. Thin client systems offer a few
distinct advantages over your current setup:

1

Thin Client Computing

The significantly reduced maintenance, hardware, and securing costs that a thin client
system brings can bring a payback of less than three years.

2

3

4

Motors: Premium
Efficiency/EC Motors on
DHW Circulation Pumps

Solar Array

Upgrade the existing standard DHW circulation pump and motor with a variable speed,
electronically controlled (EC) motor with built in BAS communication. The DHW tank
stores and distributes hot water to multiple restrooms through a DHW piping system.
This system includes a circulation pump that provides the pressure to keep water flowing
and available at any given time the motor is operational. The circulation pump currently
Starts @
runs at a constant speed 24-hours. After installing a new pump motor with the
$50/motor
capabilities listed above, it may be scheduled by within the BAS to only run when
necessary. EC motors have a much higher efficiency than do typical circulation pump
motors. Variable speed will allow the pump to slow when DHW is not in demand. This
measure is eligible for a $50/pump motor prescriptive rebate.
Consider adding a solar array with a 3-phase inverter to supply power for a portion or the
entire facility. Solar radiation from the sun produces direct current by way of photovoltaic
cells, and your location in Minnesota makes the roof-top a prime candidate for a solar
panel array installation. Work with the solar installer to discuss federal and state tax
credit incentives, in addition to the Renewable Energy Credits that Xcel Energy would
pay monthly to the owner of the system. To qualify for Solar Rewards, an application
must be completed in order to establish an interconnect agreement with Xcel Energy.
Register and sign into the program at
https://xcelenergy.force.com/SolarRewards/SR_CommunitiesLogin?startURL=null.

Thanks for successfully completing the assessment portion of the Xcel Energy’s
Commercial Streamlined Assessment, CSA, Services. Now is the time to take action and
capture the energy savings potential detailed in this report. The CSA program is a project
management offering designed to remove hurdles and assist in implementation of
energy efficiency improvements that result in sustainable energy conservation. Anne
Kraft and Glen Fisher of Franklin Energy will assist in coordinating and obtaining Xcel
Xcel Energy's Commercial Energy project approval, aligning and educating installation vendors, and maximizing
Assessment Services
incentives. For any project completed within one year, CSA Services offers bonus
incentives for both prescriptive and custom projects not to exceed 75% of total project
cost. For more information, please find my contact information on the cover page, or
contact Anne Kraft (612-509-2629, akraft@franklinenergy.com) or Glen Fisher (612-5099024, gfisher@franklinenergy.com).

Prescriptive Motors & Drives

NA

DNQ - Renewable
Energy

TBD

Study Implementation
Services

1

Items marked with an asterisk are custom efficiency projects and may require pre-approval to qualify for an Xcel Energy rebate. Please check with your Xcel Energy representative before
purchasing/implementing measure.
Xcel Energy rebates typically cannot exceed 60% of the project cost (including equipment and labor).

2
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Energy Conservation Opportunity Analysis
Opportunity 1: Relamp 3 Police Department canister fixtures with LED PLs
LEDs have become the go-to replacement for pin-style fluorescent lamps. LEDs use about 50% less energy than the CFL lamps they
replace, last up to 5x longer, and many offer full dimmability and compatibility with existing lighting controls. Unlike CFLs that suffer from slow
warm up and dimmer incompatibility, LEDs are able to fully reproduce the positive aspects of incandescent lamps. Furthermore, some LEDs
offer additional features such as color temperature shifting (between daylight and warm light), full RGB adjustment, and integration into your
wireless network. Replacement 2-pin and 4-pin style LEDs have prescriptive rebates of $7/each. When you purchase Energy Star qualified
lamps, you can be assured that the lamp has been tested to ensure it meets the performance metrics stated on its packaging. As an
alternative to replacing the lamps, replacing the entire downlighting fixture with an LED equivalent can be an attractive upgrade. Fixtures and
retrofit upgrades are also eligible for Xcel Energy prescriptive rebates.

Opportunity 2: Replace all incandescent bulbs in the Community Room with LED bulbs
LEDs have become the go-to replacement for incandescent, halogen, and fluorescent lamps. LEDs use up to 85% less energy than the
incandescent lamps they replace, last up to 50x longer, and many offer full dimmability and compatibility with existing lighting controls. Unlike
CFL's that suffer from slow warm up and dimmer incompatibility, LEDs are able to fully reproduce the positive aspects of incandescent lamps.
Furthermore, some LEDs offer additional features such as color temperature shifting (between daylight and warm light), full RGB adjustment,
and integration into your wireless network. Replacement LEDs start at as little as $2 per lamp, though higher quality Energy Star rated lamps
typically start around $5 each. When you purchase Energy Star qualified lamps, you can be assured that the lamp has been tested to ensure
it meets the performance metrics stated on its packaging. Xcel Energy offers instant-rebates through participating local lighting vendors for
purchasing commercial grade LED screw-in lamps. To find a local LED instant-rebate distributor, please visit:
https://businessledinstantrebate.com/Locator/Distributors

Opportunity 3: Add VFDs to AHU fan motors upon replacement - INCREMENTAL
VFDs reduce electrical energy consumption by adjusting a motor’s speed to match the required load. Many heating, ventilation, and airconditioning electric motors do not always need to run at 100% capacity. Within-air handling units, the supply and return fans are candidates
for VFD application, because the required ventilation is transient throughout the day. Facilities that install VFDs in AHUs will use less energy,
cut operating costs, and even improve occupant comfort. The fan motors should operate between 30% and 100%. At 100% capacity, all
zones should be at maximum demand and at 30% the motor should supply enough air to meet a minimal cooling or heating request. By
outfitting these motors with VFDs, facilities can control the equipment’s output to match the operation’s needs, saving energy when full output
is not required.
The VFDs most often use zone temperature as feedback to modulate fan motor speed. Xcel Energy offers prescriptive rebates for VFDs. For
more details please visit: https://www.xcelenergy.com/staticfiles/xe-responsive/Programs%20and%20Rebates/Business/MN-HVAC_Rapplication.pdf

Opportunity 4: Add nine (9) occupancy sensors in PD offices, break and conference rooms, and storage
areas
Installing occupancy sensors to automatically turn lights off in areas such as restrooms, storage rooms, or other rooms where lights could get
left on is a good investment after retrofitting the lighting systems with LEDs. Occupancy sensors limit the amount of time the lights in each
room are left on while unoccupied. Sensors can be purchased fairly inexpensively, for roughly $20-$100 each depending on type and style.
The savings for installing these sensors varies greatly depending on the quantity of fixtures controlled as well as the amount of human traffic
through the room. The typical payback for a break room and restroom installation is approximately two years. Rebates for occupancy, motion,
IR, or dual, sensors are $0.05/controlled watt. For example, if an office contains a circuit load of 100W, the Xcel Energy rebate is $5.00. If a
combination sensor, which also dims the lighting in the office in addition to the occupancy detection, is installed the rebate is $0.15/controlled
watt; or in the 100W example, $15.
Occupancy sensors can be used on both incandescent and fluorescent lighting. Fluorescent light fixtures should either be rated for
occupancy sensors or use rapid or programmed start ballasts. Fluorescent lighting that uses rapid start ballasts should not be allowed to
restart more than specified by the manufacturer. Programmed start ballasts provide longer lamp life.

Opportunity 5: Relamp MH horizonal accents and downlights with cob-style, mogul-based LED models
Changing Metal Halide (MH) or High Intensity Discharge (HID) lamps to energy efficient mogul-based LED lighting possible with a lamp
retrofit and a potential ballast bypass. The LED mogul-based bulbs screw into the existing fixture without having to replace the fixture.
Benefits include energy savings of 50 to 80%, improved light quality and reduced maintenance costs with a long-rated life of the light. Xcel
Energy considers the exterior relamp of MH or HID fixtures with LED cob-style lamps a custom incentive rebated $200/implied kW saved.
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Opportunity 6: Replace two (2) 400W exterior area lights with LED models
Parking lots, street lights and other outdoor areas need to be lit for security reasons. For the premise, this is done with HID lights which
consume more energy and lose light output over time. A much better option is to use higher efficiency outdoor LED fixtures. The fixtures
deliver more uniform, better light levels with much less energy consumption. Xcel Energy offers a rebate for DLC-qualified fixtures from $35 to
$90, depending on wattage of the fixture.

Opportunity 7: Relamp 75 Police Department fluorescent fixtures and troffers with DLC-rated, Type A TLEDs
Most of the facility lighting still includes T8 fluorescent troffers, wrapped or shop fixtures. This can be, in part, due to the difficulty in
replacing/reworking the existing fixtures. Consider replacing the fluorescent fixtures with Type A LED lamps. Known as a plug-and-play
technology, a DLC-rated Type A lamp will replace a fluorescent tube as long as the fixture is equipped with a compatible electronic ballast.
The energy savings is significant for the tube retrofit will be significant; and just as importantly, LED tubes will have at least a 50,000 hour
lamp life and introduce labor/lamp replacement cost savings. Type A TLED lamps have a $2/tube incentive, while the rebate for non-DLC
tubes is $1.50/each.

Opportunity 8: Relamp 100 City Hall fluorescent fixtures and troffers with DLC-rated, Type A TLEDs
Most of the facility lighting still includes T8 fluorescent troffers, wrapped or shop fixtures. This can be, in part, due to the difficulty in
replacing/reworking the existing fixtures. Consider replacing the fluorescent fixtures with Type A LED lamps. Known as a plug-and-play
technology, a DLC-rated Type A lamp will replace a fluorescent tube as long as the fixture is equipped with a compatible electronic ballast.
The energy savings is significant for the tube retrofit will be significant; and just as importantly, LED tubes will have at least a 50,000 hour
lamp life and introduce labor/lamp replacement cost savings. Type A TLED lamps have a $2/tube incentive, while the rebate for non-DLC
tubes is $1.50/each.

Opportunity 9: Replace 15 MH wallpacks with LED models
The exterior security lighting is done with wall pack HID lamps and magnetic ballasts. Installing a new LED fixture will reduce energy
consumption 30 – 70% while providing similar light levels for security. Exterior LEDs have proven to be a very cost effective alternative
because of the extended hours of use for wall packs. LEDs also have a longer life which reduced maintenance costs needed when bulbs burn
out. Xcel Energy offers rebates ranging from $15 to $50 per fixture for replacement with a DLC-qualified LED light. Rebate levels are
dependent on wattage of the new light.
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Opportunity 10: Replace 20 fluorescent stairwell and entrance canisters with LED downlights
LEDs have become the go-to replacement for pin-style fluorescent lamps. Canister LED lighting kits use about 50% less energy than the
CFL lamps they replace, last up to 5x longer, and many offer full dimmability and compatibility with existing lighting controls. Unlike CFLs that
suffer from slow warm up and dimmer incompatibility, LEDs are able to fully reproduce the positive aspects of incandescent lamps.
Furthermore, some LEDs offer additional features such as color temperature shifting (between daylight and warm light), full RGB adjustment,
and integration into your wireless network. Replacing CFL canisters with LED downlighting models with a trim kit are eligible for $25 rebates
for each fixture. Alternatively, if a 2-pin and 4-pin LED bayonet bulb is retrofitted into the existing fixture, the project would be eligible for a
$7/lamp prescriptive rebate.

Opportunity 11: Remodel the conference room with eight (8) 2'x2' LED troffers
Lighting layouts within commercial buildings often provide an excessive amount of light to the work plane. Lighting that was designed 15-20
years ago often assumed that work was primarily performed on paper; however, most work is now performed on computers and hence less
ambient light is required - IESNA illumination guidelines have decreased accordingly. During the assessment it was clear that the space is too
bright which can be uncomfortable for occupants and wastes energy, notably the conference room. Replacing all the T5 fluorescent lights and
the 100W incandescent floods in the 2'x'2' grid with LED troffers is a measured solution to the excess lighting in the room.
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Opportunity 12: Replace 6 duplex and 20 single parking lot lights with LED heads
Parking lots, street lights and other outdoor areas need to be lit for security reasons. For the premise, this is done with HID lights which
consume more energy and lose light output over time. A much better option is to use higher efficiency outdoor LED fixtures. The fixtures
deliver more uniform, better light levels with much less energy consumption. Xcel Energy offers a rebate for DLC-qualified fixtures from $35 to
$90, depending on wattage of the fixture.

Opportunity 13: Replace 14 fluorescent office troffers with new DLC-rated LED troffers
Consider replacing existing fluorescent lighting troffers with LED-illuminated troffers. The replacement involves removal of the current lighting
grid and replacing the troffers one-for-one with an LED technology. When replacing the troffers, optimizing the circuit load, configuring manual
controls, and installing lighting controls are opportunities to increase the lighting performance within the facility. If reducing the number of
fixtures is a consideration, be sure to consult with Xcel Energy for a custom rebate, which may yield a larger incentive than the prescriptive
variety. The energy savings for new troffers could be significant; and just as importantly, LEDs have 75,000-hour lamp life whereas
fluorescent tube have a 30,000-hour lamp-life that depreciates in output during that span.
This recommendation involves replacing all fluorescent troffer fixtures with the LED troffers. Xcel Energy offers a prescriptive rebate of $30
per fixture for troffer lighting replacement of both 2'x2' and 2'x4' fixtures. For more information visit: https://www.xcelenergy.com/staticfiles/xeresponsive/Marketing/MN-Bus-Lighting-Retrofit-Rebate-Application.pdf

Opportunity 14: Add CO2 demand-controlled economizing to new air handler, AHU1
Installing an economizer cycle with both CO2/demand and enthalpy control on the HVAC system, which automatically varies air intake in
relation to outside air temperature and indoor occupancy could be a good energy-saving investment. Seek the help of an energy professional
who can recommend what will be right for the HVAC system. The rebate for adding the CO2 and enthalpy control scheme is $20/ton.

Opportunity 15: Upgrade to high-efficiency condensing units upon replacement 13, 25 & 35-ton INCREMENTAL
The current air handler using a refrigerant loop that is cooled with a outdoor condensing unit. The evaporated coolant is cooled and
compressed outside in an air-cooled condensing unit. This type of unit is typical for supplying air conditioning for modern residential buildings.
DX condensing units of this size vary from 1 to 15 tons, typically, The baseline rebate for systems meeting Xcel Energy efficiency
requirements is $50 ton, and additional incentives are available for improvement of the efficiency rating at both full ($4/ton for each 0.1
reduction in EER) and part load operating conditions ($3 ton for each 0.1 reduction in IEER). The minimum efficiency requirements for DX
condensing units for this program are listed below:
ꞏ Less than 5.4 tons: no Full Load, 13.7 SEER
ꞏ 5.4-11.3 tons: 11.3 EER, 12.2 IEER
ꞏ 11.3-19.9 tons: 11.1 EER, 12.1 IEER
ꞏ Greater than 20 tons: 10.9 EER, 12.0 IEER
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Opportunity 16: Remodel the community room with LED uplights that retrofit in T5 shaded fixtures
Replace the facility's existing fluorescent fixtures (T12, T8 or T5) with purpose-built, linear ambient LED fixtures. Other replacement options
for fluorescent lamps include Type-B LED replacement and Type-C LED replacement. However, in these options the ballast must be replaced
or bypassed for an LED lamp to function in the existing fixture. Entirely replacing the fluorescent fixture is marginally more expensive, but in
exchange for a slightly more expensive upgrade, a purpose-built fixture is installed rather than an assortment of re-wiring with more potential
points of failure. Before making a financial investment, it is recommended to get a precise lamp and fixture count at the property. This
measure does not consider the reduction in lamp replacement frequency and resulting maintenance cost reduction. Xcel Energy treats a T12,
T8 or T5 fluorescent fixture replacement as a prescriptive rebate at a $20/fixture level. If the fixture does not qualify as a DLC linear-ambient
model by definition, new fixtures can still be considered a custom measure.

Opportunity 17: Replace AHU fan drives with NEMA-premium motors: 5, 10 & 15 hp upon AHU upgrade -INCREMENTAL
Replacing motors generally isn’t a concern when failure is minimal. However, electric energy savings are easy to come by when replacing
motors that are used often. For example, the typical HVAC motor may operate well over 4000 hours per year for heating and air flow
demands. With this being the case, any failed motor should be replaced with a NEMA Premium motor. All major manufacturers produce a
NEMA Premium as well as an energy efficient EPACT version. The slightly higher cost of the NEMA Premium is well worth the investment
when looking at the savings over the entire life cycle of the motor. It is important to note that this upgrade should only be performed near the
end of life of the old motor as the payback for such a replacement is not advantageous before this point.
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Next Steps - Commercial Streamlined Assessment Project Implementation
The assessment portion of the Xcel Energy’s Commercial Streamlined Assessment program has been
completed. Now is the time to take action and capture the energy savings potential detailed in this report. The
Commercial Streamlined Assessment program is a project management offering designed to remove hurdles and
assist in implementation of energy efficiency improvements that result in sustainable energy conservation. Anne
Kraft and Glen Fisher of Franklin Energy will assist in finding qualified contractors, reviewing proposals for rebate
eligibility, documenting custom projects to obtain Xcel Energy pre-approval, and reviewing and compiling
paperwork for rebate submission. For any project completed within one year, Commercial Streamlined
Assessment Services may offer a bonus incentive not to exceed 75% of total project cost. The bonus eligibility for
your projects begins at the date of the report read-out and ends one (1) complete year from that report
presentation.

Next Steps - Progress Report

Complete an
Energy
Assessment
√ Done

Schedule and
conduct a report
read-out with a
Implementation
Services
Representative
√ Done

Obtain a
proposal and
specification
sheets from
at least one
contractor

Forward these
documents to
your
Implementation
Services Rep for
review.

Your Implementation
Services Rep will
review the project for
rebate eligibility and
advise you on the
rebate pathway and
necessary steps to
receive a rebate.

Each project is unique, so it is important to have every project reviewed by your Implementation Services
Specialist to make sure it is documented and filed appropriately to maximize your rebates.

Implementation Service Representatives
Anne Kraft
Phone: 612-509-2629
Email: akraft@franklinenergy.com

Glen Fisher
Phone: 612-509-9024
Email: gfisher@franklinenergy.com
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Annual Electric Consumption
Electric Provider: Xcel Energy

Previous 12 months (definition of terms can be found in the glossary)

July-20
Month
Jul-20
Aug-20
Sep-20
Oct-20
Nov-20
Dec-20
Jan-21
Feb-21
Mar-21
Apr-21
May-21
Jun-21
Total
Average
Blended Rate

Billing
Period
(Days)
31
31
29
31
30
29
32
32
30
31
30
30
366
30.50

to

Actual Demand Billed Demand
(kW)
(kW)

June-21
Total Energy
(kWh)

Total Cost
($)

Cost/kWh
($)

Power
Factor

80.8
74.4
77.6
72.0
65.6
52.0
41.6
42.4

81.0
74.0
78.0
72.0
66.0
52.0
42.0
42.0

23,840
27,120
28,320
26,000
20,320
18,960
19,840
21,600

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,853.55
3,025.37
3,120.99
2,903.56
2,257.19
1,866.36
1,736.96
1,827.25

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.12
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.09
0.08

0.923
0.923
0.923
0.924
0.941
0.946
0.944
0.940

43.2
40.8
54.4
56.8

43.0
41.0
54.0
57.0

18,800
16,560
18,000
17,200
256,560
21,380

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,709.86
1,583.29
1,948.56
2,008.26
26,841.20
2,236.77

$
$
$
$

0.09
0.10
0.11
0.12

0.945
0.943
0.945
0.940
-0.936

-$
$

0.10
0.10
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Glossary
The following definitions will help you understand the information and how it relates to your energy bills and energy services:
Actual Demand

The highest average 15 minutes of demand over a billing period.

AHU, Air Handling Unit

Central to most building's regulation of air flow, AHU equipment is used to ventilate the building space with
outdoor or conditioned air that is tempered with internal heating and air-conditioning (cooling) devices. The
equipment contains a fan blower, heating and/or cooling elements, filters, dampers; and is connected to ductwork
for air distribution.

ASHRAE

The American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air-conditioning Engineers is an international organization
that represents building system design and industrial process professionals. ASHRAE exists for the advancement
of the arts and sciences within heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, and refrigeration to promote sustainable
global solutions.

BAS, Building Automation
System

A building automation system is a network of centralized control instruments governing the building's ventilation,
heating and air conditioning set points. The hardware will also be programmed with the building's operating
schedule(s). A BAS may also include lighting control points.

Billed Demand

The actual demand adjusted for power factor, demand ratchet, or an abnormal metering period.

BTU, British Thermal Unit

A unit of energy required to raise the temperature of 1 lb. water by 1°F. Additionally, 1 cubic foot of natural gas
contains 1000 BTU. One thousand (1,000) BTUs is often noted as 1 MBH or 1 MBTU.

Capital Cost

The total, installed project costs. Does not include tax/shipping for Xcel’s purposes.

CHW, Chilled Water

A chilled water circuit within a building is often utilized for process or building cooling. A chilled water loop can be
conditioned by a heat exchanger via a direct-expansion fluid, geothermal source, cooling towers, or dry coolers.

CT, Cooling Tower

A cooling tower consists of heat rejection equipment - typically pumps, a sump, and fans - that cools an aqueous
stream to a lower temperature. The fluid cooler can use either evaporative cooling, which removes process heat
from water to achieve near wet-bulb air temperature conditions; or dry cooling, which is a closed circuit system
that relies on fans to remove the heat to achieve a near dry-bulb temperature.

CFM, Cubic Feet per Minute

Defines a volumetric flow velocity used a basis for ventilation calculations.

Custom Rebate

To qualify for a custom rebate, the project must be pre-approved by Xcel Energy. Custom rebates are calculated
based on power demand, or kW, savings. If a custom rebate is approved, Xcel Energy will typically reimburse
$400 per kW of power savings and offer limited time rebate enhancements for specific energy-saving categories.

Dekatherm

A dekatherm (10 therms) is a unit of energy equivalent to 1,000,000 BTU (1MM BTU).

A domestic hot water heater is typically a tank-style vessel that conditions water for general building purpose. The
water is typically heated with a natural gas burner or resistive electrical elements. High-efficiency domestic hot
DWH, Domestic Water Heater
water heaters may include a circulating pump, or may be entirely tankless otherwise known as on-demand
systems.
DLC, Design Lights
Consortium

Design Lights Consortium or DLC: The DLC® is a non-profit organization whose mission is to drive efficient
lighting by defining quality, facilitating thought leadership, and delivering tools and resources to the lighting
market through open dialogue and collaboration. In order to qualify for prescriptive lighting rebates, it is essential
that products have been approved by DLC.

°F

Degrees Fahrenheit, temperature scale defined by the freezing point of water being 32°F and a boiling point of
212°F defined at sea level and standard atmospheric pressure conditions.

DDC, Direct Digital Controls

A network that utilizes computers or digital devices to collect input signals and react to the conditions with a digital
output. Differs from pneumatic controls that utilize pressure differentials to actuate and attenuate signals; or older
manually controlled systems of dampers and switches.

DX, Direct Expansion

A direct-expansion system utilizes a refrigerant that undergoes a physical state change to a lower pressure and
temperature when passing through an expansion valve. As it enters the evaporator section after the valve, the
incoming air is cooled by direct contact with the refrigerant.

EMS, Energy Management
System

An Energy Management System is a real-time data management system that is used to monitor, control, and
optimize conditioning performance of a building. The EMS tools may report such things as operational efficiency,
solar output, operations within the Building Automation System, and current electrical load conditions.

Energy Star Score

An EPA standard to measure building performance relative to other facilities within the same industry. The score
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FCU, Fan Coil Unit

A fan-coil unit delivers air to a space using a fan that blows air across a heating or cooling heat exchanger.

FLV, Full Load Value

On an electrical circuit, the full load value is the maximum amount of current or amperage that a load can draw
from the circuit. The rating is marked on electrical equipment, such as motors, to signify the maximum amount of
current draw in order that the circuit and its breaker can be sized properly.

HHW, Heating Hot Water

Heating hot water is utilized within a building for facility heat through a fan-coil unit or air handling system; or used
to heat industrial process streams by direct injection or within a heat exchanger.

HVAC, Heating, Ventilation,
and Air Conditioning

Heating, Ventilation, and Air-conditioning are building attributes to maintain programmed settings as exterior
conditions change and internal emissions are created.

hp, horsepower

Unit of power describing the rate at which work is done by a system. One (1) hp = 0.746 kW.

Incremental Cost

The capital cost difference between the low efficiency (or existing) and high efficiency options.

Instant Rebate

Instant rebates are available for lower-cost technologies at the point-of-purchase. Xcel Energy has agreements
with vendors that rebates will be supplied to the vendors for high-efficiency equipment when it is re-sold to
consumers. There may be a requirement that consumer information is supplied to the vendors for tracking
purposes.

kW, kilowatt

A unit of power equivalent to 1,000 watts and used to measure energy requirements over time.

kWh, kilowatt-hour

A unit of energy equivalent to 1,000 watt-hours and used to measure power requirements in an hour.

LED, Light-Emitting Diode

A light-emitting diode is a semiconductor light source that emits light as electrons move across device junctions.
LEDs offer lower energy consumption than incandescent, metal halide, fluorescent, and many older lighting
appliances. They are typically more robust and can operate over a longer lifetime with repeated switching on and
off.

MWh, Megawatt-hour

A unit of energy equivalent to 1,000 kilowatt-hours and used to measure power requirements in an hour.

OA, Outside Air

The outside air is often expressed as a ratio in ventilation to describe the supply air blend. An OA ratio of 1.0
states that the ventilation system is using 100% outdoor air as make-up air to the building.

%, percentage

The ratio of a variable expressed as a fraction of 100 units.

psi, pounds per square inch

Unit of pressure used to measure building ventilation, static or dynamic, and compressed air.

Power Factor

The ratio between true power and apparent power. Simply, it is a measure of how efficiently the load current is
being converted into useful work output and more particularly is a good indicator of the effect of the load current
on the efficiency of the supply. If your power factor is below 0.9, you will see the affect on your utility bill in the
form of an increased billable demand over your actual demand. Install capacitors to correct your power factor to
above 0.9.

Prescriptive Rebate

A prescriptive rebate may be applied for up to one year after the project invoice. These rebates are specifically
outlined in their respective application forms. If a measure falls into a prescriptive rebate category, it will be
eligible for a prescribed reimbursement amount.

RLA, Rated Load Amps

For an electrical device the rated load amperage is the nameplate specification denoting the current that the
equipment can carry without being damaged.

Site EUI

The site energy use intensity is the aggregate amount of energy - gas, electric, steam, chilled water, and other
utilities - converted to kBTUs divided by the facility SF consuming the energy.

Source EUI

The source energy use intensity represents the total amount of raw fuel the energy provider is required to
produce in order to operate a facility and its processes. The metric is reported based on the evaluated building
SF.

SF, sq.ft., Square Feet

The area within a building, also known as square footage.

Ton

In HVAC applications a ton refers to an equipment rating of how much heat the appliance can remove from an
environment or system. A ton of AC is equivalent to 12,000 BTU/hour.

tLED

A tube LED is a light-emitting diode strip of lights constructed within a translucent tube for retrofits into fluorescent
fixtures.

VFD, Variable Frequency
Drive

A variable-frequency drive is an inverter that allows an AC-motor to be speed and torque controlled. The external
device to its accompanying motor varies the input frequency and voltage based on load conditions. VFDs can be
employed on small motor systems starting under 1-hp to much large motor systems in the hundreds of
horsepower.
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Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability
The suggestions in this Energy Assessment (“Assessment”) are provided as a service to Xcel Energy customers and are
based on a visual analysis of conditions observed at the time of the survey, information provided by the customer and from
Xcel Energy, and costs based on the energy assessor’s experience on similar projects. The performance guidelines provided
in the Assessment are for informational purposes only and are not to be construed as a design document. Xcel Energy will
not benefit in any way from a customer’s decision to select a particular contractor or vendor to supply or install the products
and measures suggested by the energy assessor.

Xcel Energy and the energy assessor do not guarantee that any specific level of energy or costs savings will result from
implementing any energy conservation measures described in this Assessment. Xcel Energy and the energy assessor shall
not, under any circumstances, be liable to the customer in the event that potential energy savings are not achieved.
Xcel Energy advises that customers check with their Xcel Energy Account Manager to determine the estimated value of their
rebate (if any) and to verify that the equipment qualifies for Xcel Energy programs prior to implementation of any conservation
measure. Some measures identified in this report may qualify for an Xcel Energy Custom Efficiency rebate. Custom
Efficiency projects require pre-approval prior to purchase and installation. The customer is responsible for submitting project
information to their Xcel Energy Account Manager to obtain pre-approval for Custom Efficiency projects and to determine the
eligible custom rebate amount.
XCEL ENERGY IS PROVIDING THIS INFORMATION AS A SERVICE TO YOU, OUR CUSTOMER. THE INFORMATION
AND SUGGESTIONS IN THIS ASSESSMENT ARE PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS ONLY, AND XCEL ENERGY
MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND WITH RESPECT TO THIS ASSESSMENT. XCEL
ENERGY DISCLAIMS ALL SUCH REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Neither Xcel Energy nor any of
its directors, employees or other representatives will be liable for damages arising out of or in connection with the use of this
Assessment, and you, the customer, knowingly and voluntarily release Xcel Energy from any such liability in connection with
this Assessment. This is a comprehensive limitation of liability that applies to all damages of any kind, including (without
limitation) compensatory, direct, indirect, or consequential damages, loss of data, income or profit, loss or of damage to
property and claims of third parties.
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APPENDIX 1: IMPLEMENTATION WORK PLAN
This appendix gives additional detail on the timing for each strategy and will serve as a
work plan for the Energy Action Team and Partners in Energy to prioritize resources
over the next 18 months.

Strategy Summary
Municipal Building Strategies
1. Track building energy use with B3 benchmarking
2. Make energy efficiency upgrades in City buildings
3. Support renewable energy in municipal buildings
4. Recognize and celebrate City successes
5. Explore municipal electric vehicle fleet and charging options
Private Building Strategies
1. Create resources web page for building owners and developers on City website
2. Promote renewable energy opportunities and free assessments for businesses
3. Conduct outreach to faith organizations
4. Create a green recognition program
5. Integrate energy efficiency and renewable energy into City development review
processes
Multi-Family Strategies
1. Conduct one-on-one outreach to building owners and managers
Residential Energy Strategies
1. Update city website for residents to access energy information
2. Conduct an energy savings campaign
3. Conduct a renewable energy outreach campaign
4. Conduct outreach to under-resourced households
5. Host energy workshops
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6. Host electric vehicle showcase events
7. Promote school energy curriculum opportunities
8. Expand electric vehicle access and education.

Strategy Tables
Municipal Building Strategies
Strategy:

A

B

Tactics

C

Timeline:

D

1: Track building energy use
in B3 Benchmarking
Complete one year’s worth of
B3 benchmarking for all
municipal buildings to show
baseline.

Roles

Targets

Lead: City Staff

January 2021 through
December 2021.

Develop a complete list of
buildings with high potential for
savings or buildings in need of
energy efficiency updates using
B3 data.

Lead: City Staff

Collaborate with City
building staff to cocreate a list by March
2021.

x

Lead: City Staff

Work with city
communications to write
and share the story by
June 2021.

Lead: City Staff

Ensure the process lives
in staff workplans for
2022–2025.

Share the story to the public
describing why Wayzata is
beginning benchmarking,
lessons learned,
opportunities discovered,
and how it relates to the
Energy Action Plan.
x Use the story to invite nonmunicipal buildings to
participate in benchmarking.
Annually benchmark as a part of
Wayzata’s regular processes.

Support:
Partners in
Energy and
Xcel Energy

Launch January–March 2021,
ongoing through 2025
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Strategy:

Targets
Lead: City Staff

Prioritize buildings for
audit by Q3 2021.

Lead: City Staff

B

Work with Xcel Energy and
CenterPoint Energy Account
Managers to identify qualifying
audit programs.

Schedule three audits
from Q4 2021 through
Q2 2022.

Lead: City Staff

Present reports and
recommendations for
three projects in 2022.

C

From each audit, identify
projects that will have the
highest return on investment or
overlap with other renovations
or city priorities. Recommend
implementation of projects to
the appropriate department or
committee.

Lead: City Staff

D

Record energy savings from
completed projects through
annual benchmarking and
report successes to city staff,
council, commissions, and
committees.

Report through annual
or quarterly meetings at
the end of 2022.

Tactics

A

Timeline:

2: Make energy efficiency
upgrades in City buildings
Use benchmarking list from
tactic 1B to identify buildings for
which an energy audit would be
most useful.

Launch April–June 2021,
ongoing through 2025
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Strategy:

A

Tactics

B

3: Support renewable
energy in municipal
buildings
Review available renewable
energy program options and
identify three subscription or
on-site programs for an initial
cost estimate of those to bring
to City Council.

Roles

Targets

Lead: Energy and
Environment
Committee

Three cost estimates
presented to City Council
in 2023.

Encourage implementation of
one of the renewable energy
options established on City
Council’s reactions from tactic
3A and identify a project lead
and approval process.

Lead: Energy and
Environment
Committee

Timeline:

Launch October–December
2022, implementation 2023–
2025

Strategy:

4: Recognize and celebrate
City successes
Following the launch of the
Energy Action Plan, seek
recognition programs for the
accomplishments of
Wayzata’s energy initiatives.

A

Support: City
Staff

Support: City
Staff

Seek approval for one
renewable energy
subscription or onsite
implementation per year.

Roles

Targets

Lead: Energy and
Environment
Committee

Spring 2021 through
2025

Support: City
Staff

x
x

Tactics

B

Timeline:

GreenSteps Cities
LEED for Cities and
Communities
x SolSmart
Collaborate with
communications for a
quarterly success story
beginning with the launch of
the Energy Action Plan.

Lead: Energy and
Environment
Committee

2021–2025

Support: City
Staff

Launch April–June 2021,
ongoing through 2025
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Strategy:

A

5: Explore municipal electric
vehicle fleet and charging
options
Participate in a fleet study which
identifies opportunities to phase
in electric vehicles.

Roles

Targets

Lead: City Staff

Seek council approval
by April 2021.

Support: Partners
in Energy

Tactics

Get approval from council to
move forward with a study.

Timeline:

B

Present and seek approval on
considerations from the fleet
study for implementation in
years 2022–2025 budgets and
work plans.

Lead: City Staff
Support: Partners
in Energy

1–2 fleet upgrades or
charging options per
year.

July 2021–July 2022
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Private Building Strategies
Strategy:

1: Create resources webpage
for building owners and
developers on City website
Updated website will include the
following:

Tactics

x

A

B

Timeline

Renewable energy programs
and offerings available for
existing buildings
x City incentive programs
x Success stories of buildings
participating in energy audits
or renewable programs
showing measurable results
in savings or benefits from
project
x Utility new construction
programs, with crosspromotion on the permits and
planning web pages
Review and update website with
any program changes or new
information.

Roles

Targets

Lead: City Staff

Page language and
photos to
Communications May
2021.

Support:
Partners in
Energy, Energy
and Environment
Committee

Lead: City Staff
Support:
Communications
Staff

Two testimonials from
Wayzata businesses
or nonprofits by
December 2021.

Two times per year
beginning in Q4 2021.

January–March 2021, ongoing
updates when new information
is available
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Strategy:

Tactics

A

B

2: Promote renewable
energy opportunities and
free assessments for
businesses
Create marketing materials for
one-on-one outreach to
businesses to recognize
available renewable energy
participation options, free
assessments, and benefits of
both. Focus on audiences of
businesses who own and rent
space, building owners and
landlords, and vacant
properties.

Roles

Targets

Lead: Partners in
Energy

Materials created and
approved by June
2021.

Identify and recruit volunteers,
Chamber of Commerce staff,
and energy action team
members to distribute
materials to business owners.

Lead: Energy and
Environment
Committee

Mobilize group to
distribute materials by
August 2021.

Timeline:

March–December 2021

Strategy:

3: Conduct outreach to faith
organizations
Develop a contact list of faith
organizations and identify
organizations who own their
worship facilities and who have
green teams, climate
committees, or other..

Roles

Targets

Lead: Energy
and
Environment
Committee

List completion
December 2021.

Create a communications
language and outreach plan to
faith organizations who own
buildings, asking them to
consider an energy audit and
explore money-saving and
sustainable energy opportunities.

Lead: Partners
in Energy

City communications
team to review/approve
March 2022.

A

Tactics

B

Support:
Energy and
Environment
Committee,
City Staff
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C

Implement outreach plan and
make note of communications
within the contact list for future
outreach knowledge.

Lead: Energy
and
Environment
Committee

May 2022

Timeline:

October 2021–June 2022

Strategy:

4: Create green recognition
program

Roles

Targets

x

Lead: Energy
and Environment
Committee

Bring plan to City
Council for approval
in December 2021.

A
x

x

Tactics

B

Timeline:

Create an annual recognition
process that aligns or
collaborates with other
Wayzata building recognitions
through the City or Chamber of
Commerce.
Specify requirements,
partners, other city
departments to be involved,
and how businesses benefit
from recognition.
Launch recognition program
with a press release and push
communications through
Wayzata Chamber of
Commerce and other
communications platforms.

Support:
Partners in
Energy, City
Staff

Lead: Energy
and Environment
Committee

Launch Spring 2022.

Support:
Partners in
Energy, City
Staff

October 2021–March 2022,
ongoing recognition in future
years
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Strategy:

5: Integrate energy efficiency
and renewable energy into City
development review processes
Use Partners in Energy New
Construction toolkit to integrate
program opportunities into
permitting and development
review processes. Develop list of
opportunities.

Roles

Targets

Lead: City Staff

Identify opportunities
by May 2021.

Lead: City Staff

B

Incorporate Energy and
Environment Committee
Comments in to process review
and recommendations and bring
to City Council for review.

Lead: City Staff

C

Identify opportunities to provide
incentives to existing building
owners to upgrade air quality
systems. Explore potential to
overlap with Tax Increment
Funding. Bring to City Council
along with Tactic B in this
strategy.

Tactics

A

Timeline:

Support: Zoning
Study Task
Force &
Partners in
Energy

Bring to May 2021
Energy and
Environment
committee meeting.

July 2021

Support: Energy
and
Environment
Committee
July 2021

Support: Energy
and
Environment
Committee

January–July 2021
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Multi-Family Building Strategies
Strategy:

1: Conduct one-on-one
outreach to building owners
and managers
Create or identify existing multifamily buildings list.

A

Include relevant contacts such
as building owners, managers,
association chairs, etc.

Roles

Targets

Lead: Energy and
Environment
Committee

List created by July
2021.

Support: City Staff

Cooperate with rental licensing
and other city outreach that is
communicating with multi-family
buildings.

B

C

Build an outreach script and
informational materials
promoting the free assessment
and benefits of the Multi-Family
Building Efficiency program
participation.

Lead: Partners in
Energy

Identify a staff member, intern,
or volunteer to do one-on-one
outreach to increase
participation in the Multi-Family
Building Efficiency program.

Lead: Energy and
Environment
Committee

Script created by July
2021.

Support: Energy
and Environment
Committee, City
Staff
Begin outreach August
2021 through
December 2021.

Support: City Staff

Track response,
communication, and
participation.

Tactics

D

Timeline:

Follow up with contacts who
have not scheduled their MultiFamily Building Efficiency
program audit to consider
participation and offer
additional information on
electric vehicle charging
infrastructure benefits.

Lead: Energy and
Environment
Committee

February 2022

Support: City Staff

January 2021–February 2022
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Residential Energy Strategies
Strategy:

Tactics

A

Timeline:

B

1: Update city website for
residents to access
Updated website will include
the following:

Roles

Targets

Lead: Partners in
Energy

x

Support: Energy
and Environment
Committee, City
Staff

Page language and
photos to
Communications May
2021.

Renewable energy
programs and offerings
available to residents.
x City Incentive programs.
x Free and low-cost home
audit options.
x Stories of participation in
renewable and energy
efficiency programs.
x Electric vehicle
transportation and
charging options.
Review and update website
with any program changes or
new information.

Lead: City Staff
Support:
Communications
Staff

Two residential
participation stories by
December 2021.

Two times per year
beginning in Q4 2021.

January–March 2021,
ongoing updates when new
information is available
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Strategy:

Tactics

A

B

Timeline:

2: Conduct energy savings
campaign
Create and deliver utility bill
inserts and social media
outreach targeting residents to
sign up for online billing and
learn how to navigate energy
information in the platform.

Roles

Targets

Lead: Partners in
Energy

August 2021

Develop and launch a Home
Energy Squad sign-up campaign
by offering city-sponsored visits
for half the cost of normal visit.

Lead: Energy
and Environment
Committee,

Support: Energy
and Environment
Committee, City
Staff
Target 100 city
subsidized HES visits
by January 2022.

Support:
Get approval from city
Partners in
council for $5,000
Energy, City Staff (100 visits x $50 costshare).

January–December 2021
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Strategy:

A

3: Conduct a renewable
energy outreach campaign
Identify two renewable energy
programs that Wayzata residents
can participate in and create
promotional materials,
incentives, and communication
plan/timeline.

Roles

Targets

Lead: Partners
in Energy

February 2021

Launch campaign and promote:

Lead: Energy
and
Environment
Committee

x

Tactics

B

Timeline:

City communications
platforms.
x Energy and Environment
Commission and Energy
Action Team Promotion
through networks.
x Neighborhood organization
leads or National Night Out
captains.
x Faith groups with energy or
climate committees.
August 2021–February 2022

Support:
Energy and
Environment
Committee,
City Staff
Distribute
communications and
materials in March 2021.

Support: City
Staff
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Strategy:

Tactics

A

B

Timeline:

4: Conduct outreach to
under-resourced
households
Identify social service
organizations, underresourced areas of the
community, and other
partnerships that can help
distribute information on free
energy resources for energy
burdened households.

Roles

Targets

Lead: Energy and
Environment
Committee,

Create a partnerships
list by January 2022.

Create flyer with relevant free
energy resources and
distribute to contacts and
organizations to connect to
community members in need.

Lead: Partners in
Energy

Support: Partners
in Energy, City
Staff

Distribute March 2022.

Support: Energy
and Environment
Committee, City
Staff

July–September 2021
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Strategy:

A

B

5: Host energy workshops

Roles

Targets

Administer a home energy
survey to collect questions,
topics of interest and timing
preferences for virtual or inperson 30-minute workshops.

Lead: Partners in
Energy

September 2021

Develop an outline of two
topics, set date(s) and
location/platform, invite
speakers with pertinent
expertise.

Lead: Partners in
Energy

Tactics

Collaborate with and invite city
planning/permit staff relevant
to topic area.
Create and send invitations:
x
C

D

Timeline:

City newsletter, calendar,
and website
x Social media
x Energy and Environment
Committee networks
x Energy Action Team
networks
x Press release
Host 1–2 workshops.
Record and upload to city
website and/or tell the story
and takeaways in Wayzata
community communications.

Support: Energy
and Environment
Committee, City
Staff
November 2021

Support: Energy
and Environment
Committee, City
Staff

Lead: Partners in
Energy

November 2021 through
event date 2022

Support: City
Staff and
Communications
Staff

Lead: Partners in
Energy

Q1 2022

Support: City
Communications
Staff

July 2021–March 2022
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Strategy:

A

Tactics

B

C

6: Host electric vehicle
showcase events
Identify any overlap with existing
events where electric vehicle
(EV) showcase would make
sense or select date and
location in high foot traffic area.

Roles

Targets

Lead: Energy and
Environment
Committee

April 2021

Create an outline of event and
identify and secure vehicles to
showcase through volunteer
owners or dealerships. Reserve
Xcel Energy’s EV tabling
materials.

Lead: Energy and
Environment
Committee

Advertise event date and details
through overlapping event
communications, city platforms,
and calendars.

Lead: Energy and
Environment
Committee

Hold event in-person or virtually.

Lead: Energy and
Environment
Committee

D

Support: Partners
in Energy, City
Staff
June 2021

Support: Partners
in Energy, City
Staff
July 2021 through the
week of the event

Support:
Communications
Staff
Host event
Summer/Fall 2021.

Support: Partners
in Energy
Timeline:

April–December 2021
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Strategy:

A

Tactics

B

Timeline:

7: Promote school energy
curriculum opportunities
Create email language
promoting Xcel Energy’s free
School Education Kits, asking
for direct contact with teachers
who can deliver kits to students.
Conduct outreach through City
of Wayzata connections to
schools within city boundaries.

Roles

Targets

Lead: Partners in
Energy

Fall 2021

Follow up with teachers and
students who’ve used the
curriculum to share their story
on city communications
platforms and residential energy
web page.

Lead: Partners in
Energy

Support: Energy
and Environment
Committee

Spring 2022

Support: City
Communications

July 2021–June 2022
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Roles

Targets

Lead: Partners in
Energy

September 2021

A

8: Expand Electric Vehicle Access
and Education
Compile a list of charging stations in
Wayzata to promote on city website
and other communication channels.

Lead: City Staff

B

Identify funding for creating city
signage to identify and direct drivers
to EV charging stations.

Partner with local dealership to
promote city, dealer or co-promotions.
Develop co-branded materials and
collaborate for future events and
messaging.

Lead: Partners in
Energy

Using Xcel Energy’s EV toolkit,
identify opportunities for additional EV
outreach from 2022 through 2025.

Lead: Energy and Identify opportunities
Environment
by December 2021.
Committee

Tactics

Strategy:

C

D

Support: City
Staff
January 2022

Support: Partners
in Energy

Support: City
Staff

Make contact
Summer 2021 (for
EV showcase).

Timeline: July 2021–March 2022
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Focus

2021
Strategy

Municipal Buildings

Track building energy use in B3 benchmarking

Make energy efficiency upgrades in City buildings

Support renewable energy in municipal buildings
Recognize and celebrate city successes
Explore municipal electric vehicle fleet and charging options

Private Buildings

Create resources webpage for building owners and developers on City website
Promote renewable energy opportunities and free assessments for businesses
Conduct outreach to faith organizations
Create a green recognition program

MultiFamily

Integrate energy efficiency and renewable energy into City development review processes

One-One outreach to building owners and managers

Update city website for residents to access energy information
Conduct an energy savings campaign
Conduct a renewable energy outreach campaign

Residential Energy

Conduct outreach to under-resourced households

Host energy workshops

Host electric vehicle showcase event

Promote school energy curriculum opportunities

Expand electric vehicle access and education

Lead

Co-Lead

City
City
City
City
City
City
City
City
E&E
E&E
E&E
E&E
City
City
City
City
PiE
E&E
E&E
PiE
E&E
E&E
E&E
City
City
City
E&E
PiE
E&E
E&E
PiE
City
PiE
E&E
PiE
E&E
E&E
PiE
PiE
PiE
PiE
PiE
E&E
E&E
E&E
E&E
PiE
PiE
PiE
City
PiE
E&E

PiE
PiE
PiE
PiE
PiE
PiE
PiE
PiE
City
City
City
City
PiE
PiE
PiE and E&E
Comm
E&E
E&E
E&E
E&E and City
PiE
PiE and City
PiE and City
Zoning Study
E&E
E&E
City
E&E and City
City
City
E&E and City
Comm
E&E and City
PiE and City
E&E and City
City
PiE and City
E&E and City
E&E and City
E&E and City
City and Comm
Comm
PiE and City
PiE and City
Comm
PiE
E&E
Comm
City
PiE
City
PiE

Q1
1A
1B

Q2

2022
Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

1C
1D
2A
2B
2C
2D
3A
3B
4A
4B
5A
5B
1A
1B

1B

2A
2B
3A
3B
3C
4A
4B
5A
5B
5C
1A
1B
1C
1D
1A
1B

1B

1B

2A
2B
3A
3B
4A
4B
5A
5B
5C
5D
6A
6B
6C
6D
7A
7B
8A
8B
8C
8D
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Energy and Environment Committee 2021 plan
January
Welcome new committee member
Designate tasks for each member to work towards on the Partners in Energy Plan
Start to develop a contact list of faith organizations and identify organizations to create relationships
with for the EAP
February
Start to conduct a residential energy savings campaign
Support city with website: Work with PiE to determine what to add to E & E city website and how to
promote it; Create resources webpage for building owners and developers on city website
Continue with contact lists
March
Launch renewable energy campaign and distribute communications and materials
Continue work on website and contact lists
April
Start planning Electric Vehicle (EV) event
Research recognition programs for the accomplishments of Wayzata’s energy initiatives, such as:
• GreenSteps Cities
• LEED for Cities and Communities
• SolSmart
Determine best way to communicate City successes
Start multi-family building outreach
May
Continue EV event planning
Review ways to recognize City successes

Identify and recruit volunteers, Chamber of Commerce staff, and energy action team members to
distribute materials to business owners.
Continue multi-family building outreach for energy saving opportunities
June
Continue EV event planning
Continue multi-family building outreach for energy saving opportunities
Determine any participation on any City success programs
July
Promote renewable energy opportunities and free assessments for businesses
Conduct outreach to under-resourced households
Conduct a renewable energy outreach campaign
Create an annual recognition process that aligns or collaborates with other Wayzata building
recognitions through the City or Chamber of Commerce; Specify requirements, partners, other city
departments to be involved, and how businesses benefit from recognition.
Recognize city successes
Develop and launch a Home Energy Squad sign-up campaign by offering city-sponsored visits for half
the cost of normal visit. (Anytime, but target 100 visits by January 2022)

August
Promote renewable energy opportunities and free assessments for businesses
Conduct outreach to under-resourced households
Conduct a renewable energy outreach campaign
Help support PiE to create and deliver utility bill inserts and social media outreach targeting residents
to sign up for online billing and learn how to navigate energy information in the platform.
Chosen volunteers begins multi-family one-on-one outreach

September
Promote renewable energy opportunities and free assessments for businesses
Conduct outreach to under-resourced households
Conduct a renewable energy outreach campaign
Support PiE on administering home energy surveys to collect questions, topics of interest and timing
preferences for virtual or in-person 30-minute energy workshops.
October
Expand electric vehicle access and education
Create a green recognition program
Conduct outreach to faith organizations
Identify social service organizations, under-resourced areas of the community, and other partnerships
that can help distribute information on free energy resources for energy burdened households.
November
Expand electric vehicle access and education
Create a green recognition program
Conduct outreach to faith organizations
Help PiE plan energy workshops for Q1 2022
Work on plan for 2022.
December
Expand electric vehicle access and education
Create a green recognition program
Conduct outreach to faith organizations

Support PiE in creation of communications language and outreach plan to faith organizations who
own buildings, asking them to consider an energy audit and explore money-saving and sustainable
energy opportunities.

